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EDITORiAL~JOTE
The idea for this Journal has come from the graduate
students at the Institute of Social Anthropology in Oxford.
Papers given at graduate seminars and ideas arising from h'Ork for
diplomas and higher degrees very often merit wider circulation
and discussion 'vi thout· necessarily being ready 'for formal publi
cation in professional journals. The'i'e obviously exists a need
in social anthropology for serious critical and theoretical dis
cussion; JASO sees this as j:l;s main purpose. The Oxford
University Anthropological Society established a JOl,lrnal Sub
committee to organise
venture. .
...
.

the

This ninth issue completes the third year of the Journal.
Our.publication nOvi has an international circ'\llation, and we
shoUld like to exp~1e~s our thanks to those who have assisted
in its production and those who have given us encourageDlent in
Our enterprise.
.FORMAT
We shall produce one issue per term (three per year).
Articles are welcome from students in all branches of anthropology
and from people ~n other disciplines interested in social
anthropology. Comments ,,,ill also be vielcome.· For the present,
it is preferred that the main emphasis should be on analytical
discussion rather than on description' or ethnography. Papers
should be as short as is necessary to get the point over. As
a general rule, they should not exceed 5,000 ''lords. For future
issues, papers should be submitted following the conventions
for citations, notes andreferencea used in the A.S.A. monographs.
Communications should be addressad to the Journal Editors,
Institute of Social Anthropology, 51 Banbury Road, Oxford.
!ftCK ISSUES.
~Je have a stock of back issues st ill unsold.
Single issues
are available at 30p. in ~he U.K. and $1 abroad. Complete
volumes (i (1970), II (1971) and III (1972)) are each available at
the following rates: U.K. - 75 p. to individuals, £1 to institu
tions; abroad t2.50 to individuals, ~3 to institutions. Tbe
subscription for Vol. IV (1973) is the same. (All prices cover
postage). Cheques Sh~lld be made out to the Journal of the
Anthropological Society of Oxford, and sent to the Journal
Editors at 51 Banbury Road.

QQ}'IDOIWET ( 174 3--l194 )

I suppose that we may regard Marie-Jem1~Antoine-Nicolas
Caritat, Marquis de Condorcet, born in Picardy, as
the last of the 'philosophes'. He wrote much, mostly on
mathematics, 'and on political and social topics, and the only
one of his writings \vhich has any particillar interest for us is
the one I am going to speak about. Condorcet played a considerable
part in the public life of France of his time. He was a strong
supporter of the Revolution but fell ,foul of the Jacobins and had
to go into hiding.U1wnhe emerged from it he lias arrested; and
he was found elead in his cellon the following morning; it is un
certain l'lhether it vras' suicide. lIe was a pupil of Turgot, an
'homme eclaire'; and he supported all the liberal programmes of
his time and vIas a believer' in ,the perfecti",bili ty of man. lIe
was especially hostile to religion, and to priests; he would go
into a frenzy about them - ignorant, hypocritical, greedy, corrupt,
depraved.'
.
Now we come to the Esg:uiss.Ei. There are different versions
of this'book. I have used that edited by O. H. Prior. In com
menting on it, I \vould like it to be kept in mind that it '''las
'vritten 'vi th speed and in the difficult circumstances of his con
cealment. It is typical of 18th century 'iriters about social.
institutions; and especially significant for us in that it was a
lamp that guided Comte through the dark. All peoples about whom
we kno~Condorcet tells us, fall somewhere between our present
degree of civilization and what we are told about savage tribes.
There is a chain which leads from the first peoples kno~m to us
and the present nations of Europe. For the earliest period \ie
have to rely on what travellers tell'us. There has in fact to be
a good measure of conjecture about the cultural steps whiCh mankind
took towards a higher state, so we must make theoretical observa
tions of a logical and, deductive sort; bel:j.ring in mind that the
great difference between man mld'other animals, who are in many
respects like him, living in a regular and continuous society, is
that man has culture (language especially, also some morality and
social order). After this lie have historical, documentary, sources.
But we have to combine the histories of different peoples to get
agener~l view of the progress of mankind, as a whole.
So, in the
Esquis/?em presents to us, in the 18th century manner, a sketoh or
plan for'a universal history, less of events or about individuals,
though a fe1'l names are scattered here and there" than of the develop
ment of ideas. andinstitutions from the beginnings of human society
to the French Hevolutionll It is a history of thought, .and he
engages in it by a classification of the social and cultural
stages, or states, through which man has passed in his progress
(and emphasis should be put on that word). But if the fonnis
historical the content is sociological.
Condorcet, like many of his contemporary ~riters, was much
impressed, as indeed he had a right to be, by the progress of
physics, brought' about by mathemati cs; and he advocated the use
of quantitative methods in the study of so'cial. facts. There was
to be a new science, 1113. math~Inatique sociale'. He thought that
knOl'l'1edge of what he believed to the law's of history lIould give
US the keys to the future.
His outlook 'Ivas I suppose vrhat some
people might call more scientific than that of most of the social
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philosophers of Lis time; and he certainly had a good understanding
of scientific methods and tec;~.UliCJ.ues.
But let US l"1'.lrSUe' the bo ok.' In the first stage, men are
united intopeoples- small societies of faniiliessubsisting by ,
hunting and fishing and vTi th o,nly a simple, cruq,~ technology-, an'd
what' he called science, but with language and SOlIl~ moral ideas.
Custom had the place of la.., and there was embryonic goveniment.
There was little time for reflection and there was little division
of labour. Men at th~s stage were already corrupted by superstition 
he is off on his old'horse again ':"and those with !i,rudiinentaxy
'knowledge of arts and re'ligion became leaders.' These were the
first priests, or clarlatans or sorcerers. Like most writers of
the time Condorcet specv.1ated on the origi:ns of class aI~d govern
ment.
The second'stage is from pastoralism to agriculture. Pastoral
ism gave a more abundant and assured food supply and hence greater
leisure. So there followed an increase in knoviledg~and the arts,
and also differences in wealth and the employment of labour and
slaver,y (the labourof~ man was now worth more than the keep1ng
of him). , Also, the greater variety of things used and their un
equal distribution p'roduced commerce, VThich nece~sitated currency.
Increase in the means of life ,led to increase of population,
which in turn led to greater complexity in social life. Some
peoples have remained in tllisstage owing to olimate, habit, love
of independence, conservatism,laziness, or superstition.
We may here pause to make some comments. '(1) He gives no
examples of societies in these stages.{Z) His ciassification
of social tynes is on criteria of product ion and productive
relations.
3) He demonstrates 10[,.r:L call;y, if not empirically
(or thinks that he does) how certain changes in social institutions
inevitably follm'1changes in modes of production. (~.) He gives,
as did others of his time, chief place in social evolution to
property, from 1'1hichfollow.leisure, government, commerce, currency,
etc."
'

t

The third stage is from the' beginnings of· agriCUlture to the .
invention of alphabetic script - to Gondorcet a most important
invention, for it more or less rendered,especially when printing
was later ilivented, what he called superstition impossible.
Agriculture attached men to the soil and hence there' was greater
stabilityan.d continuity in social life. Ownership became more
distinct, as did capital also, in that the yield of cultivation
gave a surplus ~ Division of labournpw took pla,oe and specia:j.i sed
crafts and economic funotions resulted.. CommerGeuas also ex
tended and there viaS a general cultural, developritent. To the three
classes that we can already distinguish in pastoral societies 
owners, domestics attached to them, apd slaves -we have now to
add lab01..i rers of all kinds~ and merchants, and as new institutions
arose or old ones developed, there was need formol,e extensive
legislation; and all sOJ;'ts of other progressive changes beg.an to
creep in at this stage, e~g.in the manner of educating chillb:'en,
in the relation between the sexes, and in political institutions.
The po\'!~r of leading families inoreased and ,their" excesses, and "
extortions brot'~ght, about l~evolutions and tl¥:! esti:lblishment of
repUblics or tyrannies. An agricultu:::-al 'people who had been con-I
quered could not abandon their land but ha.d to work it for their
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masters,so we get various for:~l'::' of domination.
He makes, anotl1er
sound observation when he says that communication between peoples
much accelerated their progress through cuI tU::'BJ. borrowing; and,
though war 'and conquest may ultimately lead to cultural decline,
they at first often bring about expansion of the arts and serve
to improve them. '. 'Arts and: sciences made slow progress, the progress
being:due to certain families and castes, having made them the
foundation of their power to exploit the common people (like St.
Simon andComte, ,pondorcetrecognised the value at a cer'tain time
of what he disapproved of, and was later to be inappropriate and
become decadent).
The other stages are historical onesand'Condorcet
abandons speculation at this point. He describes the main phases
of "the his];or;y of thought-in Europe.
They are: stage IV, the progress
of human thought in Greece to the division of the sciences about
the time of Alexander; stage V, progress of the science~ from their
division ,to their decadence (the period of Aristotle) - the
decadence was due, as Gibbon also informs us, to Christianity,
which was ,hostile to all spirit of inqUiry, and to the Barbarians;
stage VI, the deca.dence,of enlightenment ('lumieres') to their
restoration about the time of the crusades; stage VII, the first
progress of the sciences after their restoration in the west to
the invention of printing, which finally made the persistence of
superstition. impossible, scepticism being spread too far and
wide; stage VIII, from the invention of printing to the time
when science and philosophy broke the back of authority; stage
IX, from Descartes to the formation of the French Republic;
stage" XI a vision of·, the future progress of the human mind ( , esprit' ) •
There is no need to discuss his comments on these historical
changes in detail. We may. note, however, that he showed acumen in
his selection of them and also in the sccUiogical features he con
sidered to be most sign~ficant of each, e.g. much progress was
made in Greece because there the priests had no monopoly of learning;
the crusades were favourbale to liberty in that they weakened and
impoverished the nobles and extended the contacts of European
peoples with the Arabs which had already been formed in Spain and
through the commerce ..of Pisa,.Genoa and Venice; the invention of
printing led to a strong and free public opinion which could not
be stifled; the fall of Constantinople to the Turks brought the
original writings of Aristotle and Plato to the scholars of Europe;
the discovery of America had, among other consequences, the'
,{
advantage that it was then possible to study many new and different
types of society (he did not mention partiCUlar primitive societies
but it is evident that he had read what had been. written about them
in his day); the use of vernacular languages in the place,o~
Latin in all branches of philosophy and science rendered them easier
for the common people to master but made them more difficult for
the savant· to follow their general advance.
A few conclUding observations may be inplaoe. (1) I would
say that Condorcet was primarily a polemical writer and asocial
reforme·r who stood up to privilege and exploitation wherever he
found .them.' He talked much about science but as a student of cul
tural history he was not, I think we may say, a very deep scholar 
what he wrote about the Middle Ages displayed bias and left much
to be desired in scholarship. Nevertheless, he is rightly regarded
as a precursor of sociology and social anthropology in that he
was speaking of social institutions and the history of thought rather
than of political events in the narrow sense, or of persons, and
in a scientific, comparative way. He held that 'The sole foundation
of belief in the natural sciences is this idea, that the general
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la'l"ls,knownor not lmown,l'lhich rule the phenomena of the universe,
are necessary and constant; and for what reason would this sentiment
be: less: true for· the development of the intellectual and moral '.
faculties of-man, than for the other operations of nature? (p.203).
Like his contempories he saw these laws as la'l"18 of cul tu ral and
concomitant 'social development or:p~ress, and an essent ial
feature of culture is that, in spite of backslidings, it iscumu
lative- a' bOy leaving school today knows more of mathematics than
Ne~qton kne'ltl. . The la"ls· have therefore to be formulated' in terms
of stages (tepoques')in each'of which various social changes give
rise to nev1 needs ( 1 besoins ~) Which in their turn bririg about
further changes. And though these changes maybe associated in
ourmind:3 'l"lith individuals, who may even give their names to an
epoch~great social changes make them and not the;y the changes •
. Descartes 11'aS an important figure no doubt but his importance is
in his being a sign and product of, and a link in, a' great movement
in the history of thought - a 'l"lay of .looking at things akin to that
of the r1arxists. When CondoTcet talks about the invention of'
printing he does not tell us its date or 1"lho the inventor. \-vas,
for the only. interest it has for him is th,at it·· nas' the culmina
tion of so cial c:banges in one epoch and the caUse of social
changes in the next. Anclall thistneant, to hilil.atleast, that
a general theory could be formulated and furthermore that the
history of any particular people could only be understood in the
light of such theoretical knO'i'Tledgebased·on universal history.
(2)
The study of social facts must ,be by observation of actual
'relations. The religion of books is not the same as that of the
people.' Law and its execution are 'quite different things.' So
are the principles of government and its actualities. So is any'
institution as imagined by its creators and hOfT it works in practice.
He here foreshadows social surveys and fieldwork.
(3)
Social facts must be studied in relation to each other as
functioning 'parts of a total social System (ISysteme social l ) - 
e.g. the progress of science in any country depends On natural
circumstances; political and social conditions, forms of religion
and government, economic circu.mstances, etc. All parts of aSocial
system al~e interdependent 8.ndnecessarily so.
'
_

r

•

•

'.'

•

•

. (4)

Condorcet was a great believer in applied social science
('art socia1 1 ) , ~lhich rill derive from a theoreticalsoience of
society. ''In the same ~layas the mathematical and physical sciences
sene to make perfect the arts employed for our most elementary
needs, is it not equally in the necessar,y.order of nature t~t the
progress of. the moral and political sciences should exercise the
same .action' on the motives 'l"lhich control our sentiment s and our
actioDs?' (p. 227) In other \fOrds, greater knowledge invariably and
inevitably leads to the cumulative amelioration of mankind.
Perhaps he \"las over-optimistic r but his star 'brille encore.
EIJ.e .brillera toujours. 1
.
E. EI. Evans-Pritchard.
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and the Condi tiona for its
possibili tv..

, Mypu:tprise in thispaperlis t9 give a general. 'account of
social meaning and of the conceptually' necessary conditions for
its possibility. Because of the time available, I have not been
able to arguEf in a comprehensive fashion for the numerous claims
made herej,n" but. have concentrated by attention on the most central,
theses~ , ' . '
, , '
'.
In order to give direci;:i.on to.our enCj,uuJ.es. I shall prop0l:!e
.'
a schema which' I shall employ in the analysis of ally meaning
phenomena~
These can be tho:Clght of ,as t1u:ee components of t~e
meaning act, that is, any act il1volvingthe expresSion, ascription
or comp~ehep.sion of meaning. " The empiricaJ.basi $. for this dis- ,
tinction lies' in the three sen:sesof tl1i3 tam' "meaning" vlh1ch "Ie
distil1e;ui,$};l. in commu,nication. Ue speak of, (1) the meaning of
sentence, ,8,'(2) trw meani~, .,~f, t, lie sent ence S wl:en \It tared in a
particulGLr cOntext and (~lwhat the spealcer meant by uttering 8.
Thus i~e' have meaning charaCterized as (i) independent of a parti
culal~ person 01' context (ii) as dependent ,on context (iii) as
dependellt onthe.particlllar p~rson. Anyadequate tl1.eory of meaniilg .
must acc,opnt,fpr'these three sensasof theterni.
My'procedur,e JiTill be ,to introduce four components of the
meaning ,act.and to 'argue for this ca'tegor1zation partly directly
and partly indirectly' by relying on its usefulness "in explanation.
r1y claim is that everything to which lve Eiscri be reaning can be
encompassed in this scheme~

',-...,

(1) The Conceptual component is the prima!'1J psychological
counterpe.rt of the meaning - it is therefore an essential com
ponent of any ascription of meaning, whether this be to "public"
phenomena such as utterances or actions or to "private" phenomena
such as beliefs. (The cognitive processes Which underlie the
conpep"t;'lJ,fa.l component are clearly important but beyond the scope
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of this paper. . For the moment, 1'lesuppose this conceptual component
to be basicJ Conception is conceived here as intertwined 1-lith the
psychological process 'of thinlting. The elllOti ve-:.EUCpressive cO~'p-onent
becomes important w'l1en diacussingmeaning in such symbols as
artistic wo rks or ritual acts. '. Here to understand th e meaning
may involve having certain emotions. Notice that in most cases~
vTe have a conceptual component as l'1ell as el1loti ve component tvl~n
we speak oft the 'meaning, of: such symbols. I believe that ,the'
purely emotive case -' if it existed .~ 1-lOuld not cOl1stitut e a
meaning &ct. .' A pUre~ye!U~:t:t;i.:9Ml; ~p,erience to which no conceptual
content is asoribed. would not·· be meaningful.
'
I

j

,(2) The symbolization gomponent is the set of ~yIDboJ,.s which
are 'Used to ,express 'the conceptual component, that is t ' the specific
; thought 'or .judgment r Thes'e symbols can be 'said to signifythe
'
conceptual component ~"lisha:ll :arg'Ue: that :the symbol chosen may
be individual or sociaL ,Note that the symbolizt:l:tionact(s) may
al,so reflect the emotional component of the meaning.' This may
be done by .the useo! a partiau lar symbol or by-the 1iay·· that symbol
is uttered.,
.
.
i

(3) A contextual Ol~' referential coMpOnent: one may under- '
stand the meanJ.ng oia sentence wi''\; hout thereby Understanding 1'lhat
is said - for this may depend on the reference of the demonstratives,
both within the context of the account alnthe objective context
of coLlmun:!.cation. The . sentence "The old lady is not very easily
fooled" may have different truth.' conditiona accordin~ to, for .
example, the poin.ting gestures in the communication {i.e. whether
the speaker points to herself ,or someone"else) or according to
its relations to other sentences inanaccottnt,' as in a fictional
story.
Note that the conceptual and emotional' componentseY.1.st vlithin
the person and hGnce are dependent for their existence on the
existence of persons. Th~s in the cOmIDunioationsituation, the
prililitive .meaning accrues to the speaker and is induced in 'the
hearer, via the mediation of social signs'. In other 1'Tords, the
thought or belief in thespeal\:er, after the use of siGns , excites
a similar conceptual pattern in the hearer.
My claim is that .ill meaning acts involve the conceptual component
f;his0is the pri.'I'liti'ire ·eo"l1poner t of meaning.
However, I do not C011sider it to be logically neoessal"lJ, though
it may be an empirical fact, that all meaning involves s~nbolization. The schema, as presented above, is not complete until we
have. differentiated bet1'1'een types of S;YD1bols. Now, various
thinkers in this, century have. 'argued against the view that
meaning is limited to lanb~ageand have claimed that it extends
to a vast array of phenomena. Thus' Cassirersays in. SymooiicForms 
,

~nd','th@ref<i,r~

ulilien the physical sound, distinguished as such only by piteh
and intensity and quality, is ;rorined into a word, itbeoomes an
expression of the finest intelle'ctual and eniotionaldistinctions.
'\Jhat it immediately is , is thrust into the background by what it
accomplishes 1'1ith its mediation, by what it "means". No work of
art can be understood as the simple scene of these elements, for
in it a defini,te lavl,' a specific principle of aestheti c formation
are at vTOrk•. The ,synthesis by which the consciousness combines a
series of tones into the unity of a melody, would seem to be
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itotally different from the synthesis by which a number of
syllables is articu;Lated il1tothe. unity of a "sentence"•. But
;. ttley have one thing in common,th~t iIi. both ·cases the sensory
particul~rs d.o not stand 'by theI)lselves; they are articulated
into ac,qnscious whole; from wh;i.ch,dheytake their qualitative.
ine aning'l •
."
.-.,

"

Sim;qar.iy, Sa:ussure in,ling¢stj;cs, :fliaget in child psy...,
chology, Lev;i-Stra;uSs, ina,nthropolpgy" Harr€ and Secord in social
psyghqlogy, (The. Explanati9not' Social, J3ehaviour: '1972) have pointed
to disparate phenomena ,to' which jlleaning, extends. Piaget argues,
in Structuralism 
. ~ . ',.

.' ' ."

.. Itsinc~ SauSsUl"eE}p-I3,. Dla:p.y qth,ei's, '~J~ kno~lthat.• verbal signs
exhibit . only,·one a,SPE3ct of tl1esem:t.otic function .a.n.d that linguistics
is only aliinited though;esPli'ciaJ,.ly..impor,tal:lt segmentaf that , .
more in<:l:l1si,ve discipline lihich Sal,1f:isure:wanted to establish 'under "
the nt¥Ue of" general semiology" .' . rrhesymbolic or' !semiotic function
90mprises, besideslal}gu~e,allforms of, imitatioIl: mimicking,
.
symbolic play, mental imaging, and so on ••• How otherwis.e COUld:
we explain t11at deaf-mute children (those, that is, ~",hose brain
has notbeell damag~d)p1;~y":at make believe,. invent symbolic games
and a language of gestwes?1I
It.has ,also been generally recognised that thetol{ens ~le use
in expressing meaning also originate from.various sources. Some
are conventional ,signs., having meaning. .for any niember of the linguis
tic. cqmmunity •. Others aI'S totally subjective,. signifying meal'iing
only to the ind:iv~dual employing tl::SlIl.St.ill other tokens have
meaning only l'l'i thin a smalJ,.communHy of .initiates •.
Saussure develops three categories of tokens - (i) the index,
which is causallyconn,ected to that. which it ,signifies. {There
is the same on,tolog;i.cal priority here asia found in Gricets
.
category of natural meanii1g.). (ii) the symbol. which is individually
motivated e.g., as in .dream symbolism, and both these are different
iated from (iii) the ~ \'1:1).ich.1s arbitrary and. conventional. As '
against this, Piaget offe~8 a distinction between' signs (Which . .
ltdepend upon implicit or explicit agreements based on customrt ) and
symbols ("1fhich may be of individual origin as in symbolic play
or dreams"). J?ut for Pil:l.get .these two are not diet mct categories
but ltthe twp poles, individual and social o;f'the same elaboration
of mean~l1gs"•. J; shalJ,. taree up this sUggestion that ue think of the
plethora of meanings in ter;ms·of. a continuum.
However, I believ~ Piagetts characteDi~ation to be inadequate.
For, l'1e may ask, where :does lil1at Saussure cal.lsthe index fit ·into
his di.IIl~nsion of meanings.' A more serious problem is: thatat
his ,individual pole he. h8:8 lumped together two distilnc~t forms of
symbolization, namely, (1) the case whe.ce a person chooses an
individual symbol to represent his meaningand(ii) the case llhere
a person unconsciously selects a ,symbol jj . as in dreams. The difference
bet~Jeenthe.unconscioussymboliza,tion, and. theconsci OIlS choosing
of a symbol by the individual is surely critical.• ,Dream symboliza
tionis mysterious precisely becaU,Se there are questions of inter
preta~ion by the dreamer himself •. On the other hand, it. is generally
theQ!3-setbat,thesymbolic,artist is aware of that which he is
syrnboli~ixlg and. of choosing the specific symbols hauses.

"

~

..
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This suggests a four~fold distinction whiCh can be represented
in terms of a continuum of symbolization thus 
p

obj~ctive sign .
(causally
co nnected to
that which is
signified)

socially
chosen sign
(e.g. .
language)

l.

l'

of

unconsciously
selected
symbol.
·e.g. dreams

~fe can Chara~terize the above continuum in terms of the
extent to which it depends on a particular individual for its
meaning. Thus the meaning of the objective sign is determined by
its objective cause. It is comnwn to many cultures and depends
on recogniZing the relevant causal conditions. The socially chosen
sign depends for its meaning on more than one individv.al and is,
by definition, possible only in a social situation. The
individually chosen symbol is consciously selected by the
individual, and only has the meaning ascribed to it by that
individual. Hmvever. the conceptuB.! content which the person
signifies by' use of that symbol may be deIlendent on other persons
in that the individual woUld not ba ve gained these concepts without
other persons. Thus, when an artist USe's aspects of nature to
represent his thoughts on the social situation, his symbol is
individual but the existence of the conceptual content· sighified
depends on the fact that there are other persons •..• Theurico:nscious
symbol has its meaning.dependent entirely on the ihdividual.
This may also be true of the symbolic play fOUnd in young children.·

In postulating- this categorization, Ihilve not begged the
question against such thinkers as Levi-Strauss arid JUllgwho· .
respectively see a social and objective meaning in unconscious
symholisnr•. For I have not rejected the possibili ty that unconscious
symbolism may reflect aspects of conscJ.oussYJilboliSm or even some
form of innate s;ymbolislil. irThat is importarrt is that t:.le immediate
basis of the meaning of the symbOl isthe·unconscf91lS mind, whatwer
the ult~te source·of the symbolism maybe~,My characterization
does, however, seem to rule out Jung'sclaims teg~rding'the existen.ce
of the so-called collective unconscious. In faet~'it only niles
out the extrel,!e interpretation of this as a' supraperSonal ent ity ..;
and even if this latter claim lrTe:t,"6 to be substantiated, the schema
could easily be amended to accommodate this fact.
Notice that the. above four aloe different 'poles in the con
tinuum - any use of symbols need not fall solely into one of these
tYJ?es but may be at 'an intermediate point in thecontimiuln•. Thus .
we can 'have a symbol whiCh is used by· a small group of persons
and oonveys meaning only to them. This' would fall at an inter
mediate point (say p) on the spectrUm.' ·'The four poles (ahd···
intermediate points) along the continuum of symbolization c~ be
represented in terms ·of our earlier schema. Consider, :first, the
case of the individually chosen meaning. Here, we have the
individual's primitive mea:ningbeingsymbolized by the use of an
indi~duallychosensyil1bol- one ·that is not conventidnally used
to signify ~meaning in society. In fact, the symbols us'ed'
need not, though they may, have meaning for anyone but th's'indi..;
vidual employing' them.
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The case of the socially chosen symbol can be represented
But, in this case , the signs have a meaning
which is independent of the individual; this is not to say that
their meaning is independent of all persons. On tilis view, social
meaning arises from the use of conv~ntiol1ally ~re:_<?d sign~, to "
represent primitive rueal'1il1g. Thus we can say: A set .of signs
has a social meaning only in the case when it is consistently
used by a group of persona to signify the same conceptual content
(or~pecific. primitive-meaning).
'
vd thin the schema.

We can now giv~an account of how communication takes place.
We can think of this in terms of a series of steps 
the spe~er formulates his pri~tive rreaning i.e. a
partiqularthought orqonceptUal pattern.

(i)

(11) ,the speak;erintends to convey that Ple"aning by uttering
the social signs ' which hebelievea, 'represent that
pi'imitive meaning."
~he relevant set of signs is ,uttered,

(iii)

the hearer app~ehends the uttered signs

(iv)

'J

"

,- (v) "these signs evo'ke.the primitive meaning 11 at terns with
which thliilY ~e associated.
Notice: (a), I ampu.rs~ing the pril1Ciple that l'lhateyeris
in the speaker whicp.,al19vlshim to f,ormuJ,ate his meaning must,
have a counterpart~ in the hearer l'111ich allov~ him to unders'c,and,"
the mea.n~ng;(p), i t is n()t a necess8.;ty consequence that the,
same specific meaning; of the speaker will be induced in the
hearer. Thisl11'ill occ~rin,cases of perfect communictJ.tion. But
the system is li~bleto br~ak ~own ,in ~t least two pl~ces - both,
involving. a Aisparity behTeen the primitive' meaning and the
'
meaning of the uttered signs. These al:'e the case 1111e1'e there is
a'differen.ce between ,tl].e sp.e,a.ker' smeaning and the 'meaning of the
signs he uses to convey that meaning andthec~se where the:i:'e is
aclifference between the actual social,meaning of, the signs and'
the primitive meaning they evoke in thatparticularb.earer. In'
cases Vl1tere there. is misinterpretation of signs in ,thi::l1'ray,an
appeal.to other persons in order toestabl:i,.sh th~actualsocial
meaning of. the si.gns is.likely.'
"
,
'.,' 'The' full' meaning. of the 'speech .;a,ct is given by taking all
three components of 'it into account. In communication, ue are
all aware of the possibility of what is called ~sinterpretation.
The frequency ,0fclarificationE! in pOliltll\U1ication. ilJ.1Jatratesthe
importance of makingdist,inct.ionssucl). as tl'l,Clse.- j.n our schema'.
ThuS'~. gi"riwfhe "full JTJ1ee,.~ing ofa {~ocj.ally mel3.n.ingful utterance
we must., (a) give, the conyentional meanip:g of the signa, (b) admit
the possib:i,litythat .tIle speake,:r;~~meaning may. differ from the
meal1i~ ottheuttered signs.C).l1dt~~e acc,Ol.!l1t',;of,thisani (c) take
account of tIle role of the context of utterance.
'
-.'

,"

\

-'

,:,

I"

_.."

...•

. I sli&ll n~t be abl(3 to, p:cesentarguments for th.e. theSis I
shall 'now p;ropose, but th~case' - asol1esimilar to it - has been
argued :by Kant, and to Iil,.less~rd:egree byStrawson.' It isa
necessa~y, coDdi tionfo r: the level.
concep,tion ,11Thichailol'1S a
being to think prop'ositionally and to link such propositions

of
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together in thought, to be· achieved that that beiIlgbe self-conscious
and hence, in my terms, a person. I am not arguilb that self
consciousness is a precondition of all conception, only of the
level described above. T}lis level·of 'conception is significant
because it is a necessa~ condition :of language. There are two
defining cha!'acteristics 1"lhich I use for self-conscious being
(i) the being must be capable of ascribing all of its experiences
to itself as its experiences (following KantaIld Strawson) and
(ii) the being must be capable of some actiOn a.t will (follmring
Hampshire and ShoemaJ:cer). It is a necessary comi tionlol' self
consciousness as d(~fined that the person's eX"J?srience represent
an obj active llOrld and himself as being in that world. This
requires tliat he must consider himself as embodied in those
particulars whibhallow him to act in the world.
lie mUi3t now' turn to the conditions for the possibility of
social meaning. I shall saS' that ue have a social;'leaning situ
ation where we have a set of Symbols S being employed by several
persons provided that all pelosons'use the' same element of S to
express similar or the same conceptwil content an~ the adherence
to this rule is due, in the most part, to interaction between those
persons •. \,-e i~lus;t justify the introduction of the provided that
clause above. I.JIy argUment here is °chatthe two possible w'ays in
which system S can arise and be used as above could not con
ceivablycovnt as social meaning.
'rhese t\'10 cases are (a) Suppose thit the whole system S were
provided' innately or 'in some pre-progranmed way. Further suppose
tnateach individual is programmed sO that he always uses the'same
elements of S to express his meaning. 'Our schema can accolllmodate
t;.lis case as social :·:~,eaJ.1ing; but i t cannot allOll the' case "ih:ere
r'1e have the above conditions plus the proviso that the adherence
to the above rules for expressing meaning is never due to personal
interaction. To see why this would not be socialmeaniI)g~ consider
the case Hhere one member of this society is wrbngly prograLI11ed
so ti1at he associates elements of S with meaning content other than
its social meaning. In this case, the person is using a private
symbolization and he has to be corrected if his utterances are to
have social rrieaning. But in the case l'Ihe:ce personal interact ion
has i10 role in t:,o· perpetuation of the systerri~ it would not be
possibie to correct him and hence he !'10uld be using a sjrstem of
private s~lbolism.Even if it were never the case that the person
needed correction; it would still be dependerit on the social
situation to ensure that he did not.
Case (b) is 1v'herethe objective world is such that, as a
causal consequence of our apprehension of it, ,Ie all come to use
the same system of syi!lOO Is and to employ that system in the same
limy to l~epresentthe same conception. Butac;ain here the perpetu
ation of the' systerll must be due to social interaction - for it must
be conceivable that one can be corrected~ 'Otherwise it vlOuld not
be a system of social meaning at all. All this sofaI' has been
concordant !'Jith the vie!'1S of Hittgenstein '- exceptti1a t he rushes
to make all meaning, social meaning -a thesis w'e must now consider.
For it would be a radical objection to our whole procedure
that lIe have denied the private languac;e arg'1.unent and we must meet
it. There are various formulations of the argument; the one which
affects us most is tlut version vnlich claims that no meaning and
no symbolization is possible without there beine a soci ety of persons.
An argument of the follovTing kind c01..l1d be applied: It is a
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necessarJT condition for tbe coherent usa of syt,lbols that the 1)01.'SOn
be using that syLlbol in the same ,my· on different occasions. In
order·for the P01'S'011 to actually be t1Sin(; tlla s;YT>1bol correctly, it
is necess;J.ry that t11el'e be other pe:csOLls l'rho perf9rm the tasJ'~ of
correcting his miatalces. To t:1is. it lilight be replied tInt a
person could (i) j~ely on his Llemory (ii) have innate cognitive
faculties which ensure tha.t he applies the rule c orrectJ;y.
Uittgenstein could of course Laintai:Cl that thepeJ:son' s melllory is
mrceliableor that the cogl1ith'e st:ructure,s way change. But the
availability of other persons ,:loes not 8rlSure continuit;y - for all
the persons in the group cO',,~ld have meillory o:c cO@I.itive failUl~es.
~Jhat the group does is to make it more· probable that mistalces
will be corrected - but it does not ensure thD.t they uill be. All
this is not to deny that theavaila bility of other persons speeds
up cognitive development ... but this is a :(ar cry fl"om de!.onstrating
that meaning and symbo lism .1'1'0 uld be impossible without other
persons.
The first condition :Cor social meaninG is th::\.teach pe:.:son
represent himself as being in a social meanillG situation. It is
a minimum prerequisite for this that the perSOi.1S uses q. set of
symbols S such tlJ.:::.t each particular element of S is ascribed a
specific priin;i.Give meaning and his continued ascription of tlJa.t
memlill'.. to tha. t element of S is conceived by him as being due to
SODle entity or entities - themselves capable of 1;;).13 ascription o;f
meaning - other than himself. For this to be so, the eX:gerience
of a .;oerson X must be such ~i.S to represent enti ti.es 1rlhich evoke a
system of SjTillbols in certain TElgulated vrays such that X conceives
of these entities as t;jqmselves capable of thought and s;ymbo lization.
T}lis follov18 from the above staJyeElent. In additioll to this the
person must conceive of those enttties from 1'hlicil the sYlllbols
oman~te as porsons, as self-conscious beings capable of intentional
activity. In order to do this, he LlU8t represent tIle spD.tio
temporal (or analogous) particulars from which the symbols emanate
as part of the body of the person.
Notice tl~\t it does not necessarily follow that tile entities
represented as evoking the .sYlllbols be in fact an entity capable
of the ascription of meaning, but only that the person (X) represent
him as such• . To illustrate tlus,case, consider the situation of
a person 1'lho finds himself in a vlOrld of robots.. These robots are
controlled from a distance by a super-scientist WIO neVGr appears
on the sC,ene.· The robots utter the system of symbols and proceed
to correct the person when he makes mistal~es. .The perSQ;1 CODles
to ascribe to the robots the relevant cognitive ability. Yet he
is wrong in so doinG, for the ability lies in onedistalTt person.
If this first condition is necessary, then, in the human
case, a child would not be a member of the social meaning community
until he recognizes that his ascription of particular meulunGs,to
such symbols a,s linguistic signs is due p a, t least in part, to the
intentions of ot::.lsr pe:c'sons that he should adhere to this course.
I am not supposinr; th~t this recognition involves the entertaining
of some hig211y complex propof;li tion, but I am suc;c;estin:.; that Ii con
siderable level of cognitive development is reqtured.
But now a form of scepticism arises. Can we ever establish
that the social meaning situation really exists, for it could. be
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the QC1,se th8,t I merely represent it asexist'ing? This is obviously
a fund.amental metaphysical qUElI:11;ion of the kind: Are there othef
I)~rS()l~or._L'l.erely"r~yexperience, of othcrr persons? ,I do not
pret13nd"t()g~v@ an ,9,11s1'1er here or oven t' :,\t an absolute Ell1Svler
is poss~ble_., 1lA1at is ,clear" however,is that for purpo'ses 'of com
municCltion'<¥ld the achieYement of ,ends, we r,lUstallascribe an
objectivity ,"\;opE;lrsons;Je, must 'hold that the:Y' exist. Some phil
osophers, like l(al1t, have argued that we must ascribe as much
existence to.oth~r~ :C').s VTa '.0.0 ,tej ourselves. HO~Jever, all lie require
her~ is thatforpu.rpoSes of <underst-anding and acting in the 1forld
in "Ihich l'ie live, ,rleJ(lustas,cribe' to it an objective existence.
If that 1'101"10. is represented as containing other persons, ue must
ascribe exist~nce to them also.
Given then that an objective IJorld with' pe:t'sons in inter;.,
action is a basic condition for social meaning, can1'leestablish
any further conditions or.is the above sufficient? ' To explore
this question, vie require 1;o:co11sider the different ,categories of
social symbolism. The three intuitively basic distinctions are
(i) language (ii) action and (iii) art and other representational
symbolism. These ,areas arE! cl.iffe:t'ent in the human case because
they involvedif~erent symbols. ' But is tlfis.difference iD,cidental
or does it reflect a difference in function? J?urther, ' even if these
are genuine categories, is it the case that any, or more than one,
is necessaI'j' ror social meaniTl-G to be possible?
To cope \'Tith these problems, let us consider the situation
where we have a group of persons ~~o
have not yet employed
any system of s:i,gns in a coordinated way. Since it is necessary
:~hat eacll,pe:rson..§:.ct in the world, vlecan divide his activities,
at the nqn-p~rsonal interacti9111evel, irrtotvm categories.

,
(1) Those acts A Hhich X conceives of as causally efficacious
in achieving
J?articulal~ end, provided that the achievement of
this end does not l~equire the-t other people understa.nd that end.
In fact, ~~ can achieve this end with,outthere~ being other persons
available to 'understand it. For example, cutting a piece ot Hood
using an axe or even constructing an axe. Notice that what ue have
hel~e iBa"I!lle which X applies in achieving a particular end. "The
acti~ speqified in terms of the meaning ascribed to it by X -'
not in~eim.s of the actual goal achieved. I shall callSUdh acts
bas,M;. a<;:'\;ions.

a

i)-!'

"

"

, , ',(2)",T.ho:?a acts At1'1hic11 X employs primarily for communicating
his lI.wanipgtQothers and for the interpretation of their meaning,
proyided that, these acts are not conceived as causally efficacious
unles!'?<t~ley are unde:cstood by those others and responded to accordingly.
I entitle,:. these "specific communication acts ll •
Nm'lvle must consider what is reql.Jired for these two types of
act to ~h.~v~social,IQ.e.aning. In the communication' case, social
meaning "is,0l;11y pO.88i'\)le ul1en vie have X and Y using the' sail;e system
of symbol13 in their comnll,mication acts and "Ihen each symbol has
the ~al1le,. or very' similar, primitive meanb:s for both. '1 11e symbols
here are . specific acts, e".[:;'. the evoking of a specific sound or
the use of parts of the body in a particular flaY. I shall call
thes~ GO,·\II1unication acts.
But h01'1, does E.Q..~ meaning arise Hi th
regard to basic act.ions, vrhere there is no requirement of cOlllmunication.
1
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It is. clear' that a basic action A has social ra:eaning if and only
if it is a rule in the particular society ni whiCh A i.s performed
that each- person perform A only' 11henthcLt person is atteml1ting to
achieve what 'within that· society is concElived as a 119.rticular end.
and this rule is adhered to by the majority of persons in that
'
society. 'Ie ascribe'the same social mean:ing to a person's basic
action when'11e suppose"that he isfollo't'lt11g the rule of using that
action to ac,hievethesameend as other :c;ersons who use it provided
that this end is not the .communication of meaning. Because these
basic actions have a social: meaning," the:y~e social syIubolS and
I shi?-llrefer to tllem as "social action symbols".
He have thus eX)lained the conceptual' difference behreen .
communication symbols and social action symbols. These acts do
notcorres::)ond exactly to the basic· human categories of lingUistic
act and non-linguistic action. For SOIDe non-linguistic activities
are purely communicative .9.ncltherefore have the saIJe function as
linguist ic acts ,: for example, 'in: Britain the use by hl0 finge rs
pointed in' a V-sigil~
The important· question now is vlhether both tllese tYlB s of
social meanillg are necessarJr , or l'1hether lIe can have one liTithout
the other. ~Je can consider two cases 

(1) The hYlJothetical case in l1hich vIe have basic action with
social meaning but no communicative acts. For instance, \'There
perl;lons adopt a similar mode of :action in achieving the same end,
as i1Then mushroom pickers adopt the rule of side-stepping to
prevent one, colliding i,dth the other. Let us suppose that lIe have
a l'lide !lange of such' rules and even rules in 1'1hioh the participation
of other persons in acld.evillgthe desired end is essential. The
question is: Can ue have these rules vlith out a single act of
communication being reqUired?
Let us consider the most extraordinary case": the one in
which the participation of other persons is not required in
performing basic actions. ,Each person acts according to· what·
he conceives to be .the rule for aclll.eving that end atl.d he perceives
that ot.hers seem t.o do the same. It may in fact be the case that
the othel~S do perform 'tr.e saue' action. But can be ever kno~1 that
the other personS are carrying out tl1.eSaLle action in order to
achieve the same goal. He can suppose that they are - but i>fithout
communication he cannot knOlel that theJr ascribe that meaning to
their action. This lack ofkno'illedge is clearly a serious inatter 
in fact it :undermines the: claim that he has social meaning. For
hevwuld have to be satisfied that their actions were attei!lpts to
achil;lve the same end. as the-end he is tryin.= to achieve \lhen he,
performs that action and he l"1o,uld have nO'i'lay of establishing
this. Yet until this is established, the actions calmot be said
to hEWs social meaning. He could be projecting his ovm meaning
into them •. This claim is reinforced uhen ue consider' that the'
above conditions could be satisfied by entities which VI ere not
themselvesoa:-.flable of.. ascription of meaning. In 'fact it' all'
attempts to communicate 't'lere to breale QC)1'1!l, he could come to the
conclusion,'that they 1'1ere not capable of monitoring meaning.
~1i thout communication, then, it seems· that the person 1"lould
have no reason to beli.eve that all persons ascribe the sau~ meaning
to the a'etion. It could be objected here t..'I1at he could gain the
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conception that he was following a rule which had been determined
by. the society if they corrected .his misapplication of that rule.
Perhaps he performs Al and is stopped and the other person performs
A and punishes him until he also performs A2. But even in this
2
p:r:im:i,tive situation, he has to differentiate cases 1I1he1'e hel1as
received approval from those when thel~e is no approval, cases where
an act means "this is the right way" .and another meaning <lthis is
the wronG wayll. But these are communication acts. Not ice that
even if 11"e admit these kinds of communication acta, ue could not
establish that there tiaS social meaning until the language learnt
was rich enough to allow us to articulate at least basic differences
in intention.
\Ihatall this shous is that communication acts are necessary
conditions for the possibility of social mem1ing. Further, if our
last ,argument is right, a conside1'able complexity in the system of
communicating symbols is necessary to establish the social meaning
of basic actions beyond doubt.
But 1Ilhi1e communication is a necessary condition for social
mean:i,ng, is it sufficient? This brines us to the second case - in
uhich we have a group of persons employing the same symbols in
conveying meaning but not in achieving any goal to tvhich the same
end can be ascribed. The case, as stated; does not ring true 
for a very important reason. This reason is that each com~
munication act can be considered, from one point of view, as a
basic action. Every act of cOlumunication which has social meaning
requires not me:i~ely the intention of the person to convey a particu
lar meaning, but also the intention of the person to adhere to the
rule which prescribes the use of those specific symbols whenever
one 1'I'ishes to convey that meaning. For it is theoretically
possible for the person to use a different set of symbols from
that lIn1ich has the social meaning in atten~ting to communicate his
meaning. The individual's adherence to this rule in achieving
corl1Il1unici:ttion of meaning is an act uhich itself has meaning.
~Ly utterance of the.1IfOrds "the war has ended" is at· the same
time a communicative SynWOlffi1d an adherence to the rule that
I should use that communicative symbol,. instead of some other
symbol in communicating my meaning. Thus we can see that each
individual communication act is an action having social meaning
as well as a cODlli,unicative s~liliolto which is ascribed a particular
meaning. Hence the communication act is extremely important - for
it req~ires both types of social meaning.
But, .no 111 , could it be the case tmt 1'Ie have only one social
action rule - to employ the required set of symbols when intending
to communicate meaning? There are two cases here (1) The case
17here persons can act in the world of their experience, but yet
dO not conceive oftllellls elves as acting with others, or ascribing
the same meaning to the ir acts as others, except in. the acilieve
ment of coranunication, and (2) the case where persons cannot
act in the vl0rldaseXlJerienced except in the cOllltluniclJ.tion context.
The latter case can be excluded at the outset - fo r the person must
be Cal)able of changing his point of yiew' at vrill. Thus he must be
capable of some non-communicative actions. Case (1) is important
for it seems that we call110t establish its necessity vnthout con
sidering-other necessary features of pe:csons. In fact, if it 1Ilere
the case that these could be a society of :persons in which no
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conflict arose· no matter l'J'hich course of action one tookih attempt
ing·to achieveonelsend, and in.which cooperation \·rasnot relevant
in achieving one's ends, then perhaps no non-communicative actions
would be necessary •.. ,But notice t"lla.t we have already presu.-pposed.
a certain cooperation inachiE::ving the'socialmeariipg,ofcommuni
cation symbols. Each person follo'l'18 the rule of using the' speCffic
symbol in conveying a specific meaning. In the liCht o.f· tldls,; my
claim is that the modes Of socialinteraction'l'thich are necessary
for. social meaning in communication are the same as are required
for· other forms of basic social action.
To este.blish this, I shall reconsider our condition of sOcial
meaning that there be several persons in interaction. Given our
characterization of persons, can 'I'le say anything a p:"ioriabout the
modes o~interaction of these persons? I have said that each
person must be able to act, to express his will intheworld~ lTe
can. conceive of three types of limitations to the modes of action
available to him in expressing his w,il:},: "
(i) Limitations due to thena ture of ·the objective l'J'orld
invlhich he finds himself and to the ways in vlhich he can use his
body. In our world, basic physical limitations.
(ii) Limitations due to his psychological powers and states.
Thus he may be incapable of conceiving. any alternative ways of
achieving the required end. Or he may have to postpone or forego
the pursuit of that end because he has other basic desires which
are more urgent.
(iii) Limitations on his available courses of actioh which
are due to the fact that there are other persons or based on his
interaction with those persons. In this plura.lity of cases, he
adjusts his modes of achieving certain ends to accommodate the
fact of other persol~ or their demands on him.
It is this third case that we shall consider in some detail,
for it is this that is central to the possibility 01' social
meaning. I shall now introduce a conceptual fraruev'fOrk for under-'
standing this third case.Ue have supposed that each person has
his own will \ihich he is free to determine in various 'l'laJTS. Now"
it is a necessary condition for socitl meaning that most individuals
determine their '1'1111 so as to COnfOl"lIl to a universal 'rule in that
particular group.
I shall divide the vlayS in 1Ilhich this dete:rminat'ionof the
person's vIill (so astofollo,"l the universal rule) into' two basic
categories, which in ttlln sub-divide~
(i). . Seli'-detennii1a.t ion,tthere the individual's deois ion to
fo11o\1 that universal rule is not,based oh the influence of other
persol~~ There are two cases here (a)tl1e individUal decides to
follow that rule because he establishes that the course prescribed
is morally right or good and (b) the person decides to £0110'1'1 the
rule because he has determined, without the influenc:'e of others,
that this is the best and most appropriate way'of achieving the
desired ends.
.i
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(ii) Other_determination where the individual decides to
follow the universal rule because he has .been determined by the
activities of other persons. I sl~l~ divide these into two groups,
(a) positive other·-dete.rrnination and (b)' nega,tive other-determina
tion.'
.
Case (i) is the moral determination of the will. Some
like Kant, have argued.that all moral decisions
involve the determinat ion of. the will according to a universal
rule. Thus.he says in the Critique of. practical Reason: "Practical
Principles arepropositions \'Thich contain a general determination
of the will having under it several praeticalrulesl l • . For I{ant,
these universal rules are prescribed by reason and not by other
persQn:B or external desires. Hotwithstanding vThethe.r all moral
decisions involvesuch.universal rules, it is clear that moral
decisions are likely to be .anilnportantdeterminant in choosing
to follow some universal 'rules.
philo~ophers,

Case (ii) in whiCh tile ilUividual pursues the universal
rule beca:use he has been determined by other persons to. pursue
that goal involves the exercise of power, in its broad.est social
sens.e.. This impor1;anc.e of the concept of pouer has been stressed
by many;f:or example, Bertrand Hussell in his b00kP01'1er says: .
"I shall be concerned to.provethat the .fundamentalconcept in
social science is power, in the same sense in i'Thichenergy is the
fundamental concept of physics l l • I shall define pm1er thus:
"An actor A haspouer over B insofar as Ii. can determine the vli11
of B to carry out an action set dovln bY·A ,providedtha t B
would not have performed that action at' that time and place if.
A had not deteridned that he should i' • This characterization,
,"lhichapplies togronps as well as individuals, is similar to, .'
or encomp.asses features. of , many definitions of p01"1er in the
literature. Power can b.e di vi9-ed into many fOTiS, depending
on the means employed or on the. level of personal interaction.
For my purposes here,. I shall divide into persuasive power arid
coercive'power fonus, corresponding to positive and negative
other-determina tion. Notice that not all exercises of pO~Ter
over tile indi vid.ual are aimed 3.tdetermining him to conform .to
a prevalent universal rule ~ on; the contrary the exercise of .
pot-Ter mAY deterlJ.ine· him to .break such a,.rule' - e .g.uhen a gangster
for.cesa bank 'clerk to'hand over money.
The individual can differentiate these cases of other-deter
min", tion which +,equire him to follovT prevalent or newly dete:tmined
universal rules' and those ,michrequil~e him to pursue a different, .
possibly ad-hoc course. I shall call the group which determine
\That these rules are, ancl/or thut they continue to apply, the .
basic pOvTer groups of the society •. · An individual may be a permanent
member of some basic power group and hence play a part in deter
mining the universal rules and their per-petuation, or he. may be'
who~ly excluded from slichgroups or he may play some part in the
determinat ion of 13.0me of the rules.
Given this conceptual framelTork; can we say anything a priori
about l'Thich of the above conditions must hold if social meaning
is to be possible, that is to say, do we need, all four modes of
the determination of the universal rule for tlwre to be a social
meaning, or .do l'le need only one of these? Various philosophers
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such as Rousseau and Hegel have argued that both morality aJ:ld the
,exercise of power are necessary i.' But their argument is not at',the
sanle level of generality as our ovm, in that they are talking about
,human beings with a particular history vn1el~as I am considerinG
the case of persons in general.
Let us therefore consi4er the three caseS at our level of
generality. The first societyvlouldbe one inw111ch everyone
adhere'd teL ~setg:f"c9~lm4l1~c.§:l;iol1~;I.es and basiC action rules not
because they had been coerced<orpersuaded to do sO but merely
becaUse they felt a moral obligation to pursue those rules.
This\'lOuld be tantamount to a society of angels. Notice that each
individual could conceive of alternative courses of action but
1'10uldneverpursue them. ,Conflicts of interestvlOuld either never
arise or'they \'1ouldbe automatically settled •. Can VIe rule 'out such
a case?
We need to develop it further - we must explain the or~g~n
of the rules which are here adhered to. If their origin is not
in society, thei1 the casecoJ,lapsesasacase of social meanil'.\g' 
for liTe require some role for personal interaction. Perhaps then
they,l<;}arn i;pe rules·f,rom society and agree to ,adhere to each and
every :one because they recognize i tS'moral "10rth. Further 110 one
ever proposes a rule l'1hich is not considered as morally right.
This case comes close to certain ,philosophers conception of
utopia e.g. Hegel •. Uhat is crucial from our point ofvie'l'lis
whether they would feel duty bound to correct someone who had
departed from the path, not necessarily' coerce him bilt persuade
him to change his mind. Now, it is clear that they must feel
duty bound to do this; otherwise the si tuationcannot be said
to bea social meaning one i11111hich the' social Dieaning: rules are
sustained by the participation of others. But if ue admit that
they.vlOuld feelibound' to correct such· a person;" :then , irrespective
as to l1hether this possibility is: 'actualized, the universal rules
can still be' said to be sustained<by the exercise ofpO\'I"er ... for
i t is exercisable in the' case ,1here the 1,10ra1 incentive breaks
down. Thus either lTe must suppose that the 'members of the
society would not act to sustain the 'rules ... in whichcas'e the system
is not a socia,l.meaning system. - or they vl0uld act to exert
influence on someone \'lho broke the rtues' and. this reqt'tires the
exercise of power.
The second casels vhere· we have only other-determination and
noself...determinationirivolved. Everyone acts because he has
been either persuaded or coerced by others, into following. the
universal rule •.. But persuasion can only occur \'Then there is an
appeal to morality or uhen, there' is an appeal, to his interes·ts
whether these be iLwuediate and practical o~ long-term and meta
physical. Coercion, oh' the other hand,. presupposes the existence
of some agreeable state which 11edoes not wish to forfeit e.g.
his life lor some disagreeable state uhich he does not desire, .and
that the othor person has the ability to revoke or invoke this
state. In both cases , it seemJ:l that ue, require either some form
of mbralityor a serios of states of affairs in 1'/:hich the person
has an interest • . If the person 'I1e1'e not moral or had no interests
at all \'l11ich the other persons could affect, then i tuould be
impossible for them to exercise. pOuler over him and to ensure that
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he· accords with the universal, rules. In fact, it is a necessary
condition of social meaning that all porsons have an interest or
a moral collli1litment to the perpetuat ion of communication and hence
. acolillllitraent to . follow· the rule of using the same symbols to con
vey the same meaning contei1t~· Thus I wish to argue thd it is
a necess<_~ry condition for social meanii1g that there :be other
deteThlinatioh by'various persons in society and tl1at there be
either some moral cormnitment to at least some of the universal
rules or some common self-interest factoruhich underlies their
perpetuation~

If our account of the necessity for power relations in the
maintenance of the commtlIlication system is correct, then we would
expect that the.§..e..:t of symbols used in human linguistic communica
tion varies more according to changes in pOller and prestige in
society and lS not entirely deterLlined in some innate fashion.
This 'thesis is maintained by several linguists, including Dr.
Seuren in Oxford.
Finally is it a necessary condition for social meaning that
the society have a history? Let us suppose that there is a series
of individuals who are drawn from different English speaking
societies and placed together in a geographical group. Is this
not a society which has a common language and which yet has no
history? Thellhole of this case rests on the force of the term
"society'i here. I do not w'ish to define a society as a group
of indiViduals sharing the same system of communication. Let us
call any such group a "lingldstic cOillmtU1ityll. Now, it is clear
that VIe could never absolutely deteruine the limits of such a
comrnunity, by using the system of communication as the only
criterion. For it is always possible that in SOille other part of
the universe there exists persons who use an i~entical system of
syniliolizatio~ and they would have to be included in the group.
Of course, we could determine that a society is all p8rsol~ in a
particular spatial locdtion who use the same system of communica
tion. Such a definition 1"lould allo'll that the " soc iety" could have
no 'history - as in case above. But notice th8,t even in this case
it is necessary that each person recognize that the communication
system they are ffinploying has a COfmnon origin - otherwise they could
not be sure that they were employing symbols in t1le same way and
the society would require to develop a history to establish this.
Now, it is partly an arbitrary matter as to what criteria
The social
group suggested above does not seem to me to be adequate - for it
is possible for such a group to exist quite arbitrarily and for
very short periods of time. Thus the people tillcing a three hour
plane journey would form a society in that sense. The reason why
I reject the claim that a group of persons whose only mode of inter
_i;cj;:i,on vIas communication is that such a group lITould be without
.culture. Per ciulturerequires basic'''social'actions in tile sense
prescribed above. A group of persons who merely co~unicated but
did nbtinteract in other ,'lays would not have the common practices
which go to constitute a society. Nor could it be established
beyond doubt that they shared the same system of beliefs 
metaphysical, moral, political or otherwise if they did not
carry out actions which other members of society would interpret
,'Ie use in detenning ''lha t is or is not a society.
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as a consequence of being said to genuinely hold t:10se beliefs •
.1.lhat this sug.:::ests is that the meanings ascribed to social
action are inter'toloven 1fl th the conceptual frame1'10rk of beliefs
l'1hich persons in that society possess. I think 1'1e can define a
society as a group of persons 'lrlho have a set of basic social
.actions in cOmmon and who ascribe the same meaning to such social
actions •. \That this set of social actions is is an empirical question 
l~lich will be detennined in part by· the contil~ent characteristics
of the hUlllan being. 'ilha,t is not contincent, hovlever, is that a
society so defined must have a history in which the social action
forms have evolved and gained their meaning.
A final word on anthropology and sociology. It is clear
that the study of the meaning of the action symbols is, on our
account, crucial. But what happens when an anthropologist cannot
accept the reason provided by the persons in that society for
pursuing that particular act? There are two schools of thought
here ..

(1) the extreme structuralist Hho maintains that there is
a hidden meaning to those acts but who supposes th~t that
meaning must alvla~TS be found vii thin the conceptual framework
of the society involved.·
(2) the extreme functionalist who maintains that these acts
have a latent ftIDction of \'Thich. the people are not mvare
and 1'1 ich may not even have a role in t;~eir system of con
cepts.
Both views seem to me dogmatic. It is possible tha.t there are
COHlLlon functions in human societies but that these functions are
achieved through complex series. of s;ymbolic actions. In tha t case
the social scientist l'1ould need to know both the universal func
tions and the complex system of symbolism before he can give a full
explanation.
Andrew C. Theophanous

1.

This is a slightly revised version of a pa;per read at Rom
Harre I s Too sday seminar during TrinityTei'li1 1972.
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.1&1GUAGE. ETHNICITYiJfD

POPULATIQ~:

I

It may seem difficult at first sight to understand
exactly the relationship b~tween the three terms: 'language',
'ethnicity', and 'P£pule.ti~n' in a confe:ence. of ~he African
Studies Association at wh~ch the focus ~s pr~ar~ly on the
third. 'Ie are, of course, used to some doubts about the precise
applica.tion of the first tv'lO in African circumstances. For
example, as far as 'language' is concerned, even a simple list
(let alone a classification) of linguistic units leads to hoary
problems .of ~anguage' versus 'dialect', 'cluster', 'family' and
the like,or to discussions of criteria of 'genetic' or 'typologi
cal' br other sorts. With 'tribe' or 'ethnicity', discussion
turns on the overlap with 'race', 'culture', or 'language'
itself (however ultimately delineated). We are less used to
doubts about the third term - 'population'. As is common in
human studies, vie confuse different ideas. Thus we imagine
that population is a reality. 'infrastructural' to the other t1'lO.
Population measures have all the earmarl~s of objectivity and, for
many, the reality of the term 'population' is itself an expression
of the variouS indices u~ed by demographers: birth,death, fertil
ity, and nuptiality rates, and enumerations and samplings of
various kinds •.
Yet what is a population?vfuat is, in each case, the unit
to which the demographic measures relate? In a study of the
Bakweri of Cameroon, some years ago, for exallipIe , a central
question began to emerge. Ue~e the Bakweri a declining popula
tion? NoVI the Bakweri tend to think that those of their
number who live in modern centres are not quite 'real' Baloleri.
The Bala/eri p~cture of tl~mselves made a clear distinction
between those in~ide their village fences (leading a 'Bakweri
11ay of life' as it were) and those outside them. The modern
centres (Ear exg~llenceoutside the fence) were ethnically mixed,
cosmopolitan, un-Ba]~Teri. There was a sense then in v1hich i f the
rural heartiEind was losing 'population the BakvTeri were also
declining in toto •. The definition ,of ,the.target population
as rural, inar area notorious for a vast'multitribal' migra
tionto an adjacent plantation industry, moved the question of
Bala'leri I decline 'out of the realm.. of demography intotb.9.t of
ideas. For the rural population was not, as it stood, a self
perpetuating population. Demographically it liaS marked by
'distorted' age-struct~es and sex ratios - and probably
fertility p~tterns too.
This did not prevent us. from usefully wearing out· a
demographic armoury on the mensuratianalaspects of tlreprob
lem, and learning a great deal,of value thereby. The most
valuable lesson was that in the disc,ussion of the dynamics of
a population, yoUr unit-'the populE,ltion' - is not merely subject
to a statistical detenlination on the part of the obsel~er, it
is dependent on the subjective definition of tbat population by
the human beings concerned. Over time, therefore, populat ion
series are continually affected by changing definitions on the
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part of both the meaS-;.,L'erl3 and t.l:le
has received less general emphasis
of the dogmatic, even ideological,
accompanied the development of the
century nation states.

measured. TJJ.5.,s factor
tilan it deserves/in part because
definitions of populatiol~ that
nineteenth 8.nd tvTentieth

In .Africa, the assumption that ethnici ties were entities
of the type that lvould yield a 'poptilation', has always been
too .easily m9.de, in both lingistic and biological studies. For
that :t'eason the figures for 'tri'barimembership and for language
. speall:ers are really even more difficult to evaluate than 1Ile
usually suspect the.m to be. Tlieextrerne l'J • .T. corner of the
Bantu~speaking area {I adhe~e,£or tile :present to the boundary
according to Guthrie 1945) illustrates this problem lJ"ith
remarkable clarit;y •. Ue are presented with some h'o dozen entities,
'l1sually called 'tribes', but which also fona the elements of the
linguistic classification of the area. ~hese entities are marked
by very small· individual populations - frolIl 300 or less to about
30,000, uith 6,000 or so being the mode. They are surrounded
by 'groups' of qtute another scale - Efik, Ekoi, B~ileke, and
soon. lilia.t· are we to make of discrepancies of this sort? rie
are in a difficult area of analysis, v.hich be longs to a field of
wider interest than our more limited regional concerns. The
classification of human groups will exlribit features common to the
classifying of all phenomena. Some part of tile question of the
particular scale of the N.U. Bantu ethnici ties lies in the criteria
of the Bantu classification itself - determined,'if you like, in
armchairs in iliurope.
..
.
First, then, the scholars. It is easy to start with the
recognition that the tribal and lihguisticclassifications
were not independeiltly arrived at. Even so, in lmatsense is
it true that the speakers of Nigerian 'mkoid' langUages· are more
linguistically homogeneous than the \'Test Cameroon group of
Bantu speakers? 11e may allSlver this in different ways, but l'le
should note that any scholarly or scientific clE;l.ssif'ication
occupies a specific taXonomic space. itsconfines'iu"e to some
extent coercive and they must betaken into aC90untwhen problems
of relationship within the space are being examined~
The convent ional units which make 'up the taxonQmy of the
Bantu languages are defined, on the face of it, by fairly clearly
determinable criteria {e.g. Guthrie 1945).The J.IT.~r. Bantu
.
entities belong, of course, to this taxonomy. If these criteria
are strictly applied VIe s>all not be surprised that the taxonomic
space of the Bantu classificatioildoes not correspond lrfith that
independently set. up for the lJ. African languages, since the
latter notoriously depends on a much less rigorous set (even a
mixture) .of criteria, and belongs on a' different plane of
analysis from that which is feasible in Bro:J.tu studies
(Ardener 1971: 218-19).
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Secondly, the 'people'. ~'le bave to consider here the nature
of self-classific::Ltion or self-ident ific3.tion. Fo:c the 'people'
themselves play the part of theoreticians. in this field. Here
we touch on the close match of the classifying process VIi th the
workings of language itself. It has frequently been noted that
the Bantu languages have 'overdetermined', as it were, precisely
along the ·axis of classification. The smallest differentiation
of humanity can' immediately be linguistically labelled,~iith a J2§:
form, homologous with that used for the largest, ethnic entities.
The Bantu taxonomy is continuously self-amending.
In the interaction between insider and outsider, the Bantu
izing tendency has aided the different iat ion and discrimim tion
of units. The multiplication of 'separate' Bantu Im1guages was
even an overt aim of nineteenth century scholars. For the N.U.
Bantu area, it is a fact that many of the divisions nol'J' in exist
ence lean on classifications in which the scholar -turned
administrator or the,administrator-turned-sch~lar(German,
British and French) played a not insignificant part~ There \'las
a feedback to the people, so easily achieved from 'interpreters
and others, to coi1fuse the matter further. After 'ali, one of the
more. inaccessible 'populations' of the 'zone is quite content to
be called, and to call itself, 'Ngolo-Batanga', a hyphenated
form \1hich 01'TeS its existence to classifying for the convenience
of scholars and foreigners 3 - thus joining the select but expanding
company in which are found 'Anglo-Saxon' ,'Serbo-Croat' and some
others.
The Bantuizing telldency itself belOl1(,S to that uell-:"
documented domain of structure in w'llich language and reality
are inter.Glingled. It is also something of a special case of the
more complex phenomenon of 'taxonomic scale'. This is under~
lined when ue consider the nei@:1bouring Ekoi case. The inter
vention of British-style, etm~ically minded, Native Aililinistra
tions had given by the 'tlurties of this century a local reality
to general classifications uhose autochthonous basis was originally
limited and contradictory. Tl~ search for one Ekoi ethnicity,
rat:1er than a series of ethnicities, must be, brought into J..~elation ,lith the particular scale of the main elements of the southern
Nigerion ethnic space. Dominated as it. was by~he entities labelled
Yoruba, Edo, Ibo and Ibibio, it became virtually determined that
'Ekoi' would be set. up homologuously 1'1ith these - despite' the
possibilit;y of establishing several Ekoi' tri bes" (Talbot 1926,
Crabb 1965).
.
The effect of t,10 essent ~lly diffe:rent taxononic spaces
in this zone upon tribal divisions can be seen in tile usage of
the German, an¢lBritish administrations. The former, 'Bantuizing'
in tendency, used three 'ethnic' names to divide up the'relatively
small E~oi-speaking area which overlapped into its territory.
On the other hand, \"/hen vlest Cameroon came under British admin
istrators, some of the latter (e.g. Talbot), being more at home
on the Nigerian scale, classified the whole 'Bantu' group to
gether, for population purposes. This did not become general,
but the etlnlic 'diversity' of tile area alwaJ~ re8ained a source
of classifying malaise to them.
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In tl~ colonial period, then, the scale of the units in
the prevailing etllnic .taxonomies was far from uniform. The
accepted scale was, in a sense., a result of arbitrat ion bett-Teen
the foreigners and tIw politically important groups. The
Yoruba <lild Bini kingdoms set the scale for Southern Nigeria,
but thisvTas itself set in sorue trays by the imperial scale of the
Ful~1i-conquered north.
It should not be forgotten that the
still unsuccessful search for Ekoi unity was preceded by the lbo'
ca~e; thE) suocessful outcome of tlhose proc;ress from label to
population ",as not, self-evident. It is by continuous series of
SUC),l contrasts and oppositions (to \l11ic11, I repeat, both foreigners
audl\fric"1..l1s contributed) that many (and in principle all)
populations have defined themselves •
. Nuch of the "discomfort of Jest Cameroonians in Jelle
Federation of lTigeriaderived from the discrepm1cy between
their 'Bantuiz,ing,t taxonomic scale and that of the ]'ederation
as a 'l'lhole. This led to the paradox, noted at the time, of the
groTtTth of crnew' 'ICame:t'un' ethnicity of Nigerian scale, covering
this 'artificial' political unit - vmich actually, despite its
inten1al diversity, was, while tIle taxonomic constraints existed,
one of the most homogeneous-looking of the units of the Federation.
The Bantuizing scale of the .nei'J' Cmueroon state clearly suits
'Test Cameroon better at present. TIw iTest Cameroon area never
theless still preserves elements of the nevTer and broader
'ethnicity' generated by the Nigerian phase of their experience
(ArdeneI' 1967: 293-99).
The position of minority-peopL!s in a zone of 'large
populations' is thus more complicated tban it seeEJS. I v1ish
to bring out of tl~ discussion so far these points, as they
relate to the African situation. I j;hink they have mOl'e general
validity.

(1)

TIwethnic classification is a reflex of self
identification.

(2)

Onomastic (or namil~~) propensities are c~osely
involved in this, and thus have more tl!an a purely
linguistic interost.

(3)

Identification by others is an important featuxe in
the establishment of self-identification•.

(4)

The taxonomic space in which self-identification occurs
is of over-riding importance.

(5) ,The effect of foreign classification, 'scientific'
and lay, is far from neutral in the establislment of
such a space.
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III
: 'Tribes are not perFlane:':ltcrystaliine structtu:'es /'belonging
to one "stage" of histo:d~alor sOcial development .... the
process of self-classification never ceases '.4
There is a true· sense in uJ.iic11 the human populatioils 'ascribed
to some of these entities do not therefore repres~llt demo
graphic units with purely de,\ographic 'pasts or futures.
Take an entity 'such as the Kole, one of the labelled units
on the border oi' the Bantu ahd Efik linguistic domains.' This
uas ascribed a population in ,1953 of hundreds. The Kole, or
some of t:em, speaJ.;: a dialect of Duala, and are traditionally
offshoots of the latter people, ~rho live some 100 miles o.O\1n the
coast. Something corresponding to' tlJe Kole entity has been
'
attes'bed for a hundred and thirty years , . and on sone interpreta
tions of the evidence it could be tvrohundred ,oven three
hundred years 010.. 5 . This small ,population ahmys sEl'eLiis to be on
the brink of extinction. 'Jhat is meant by the demographic
continui t~r of populations of tids sort? Do lIe aSSl11.'le they are
all the rump remnants of larger groups in' the past? Forvarious
reasons, the evidence for ethno...li11.g1.tistic cOlitinuity' on this
coast tends to suggest the opposite ~ that ue are dealing uith
populations bumping alorig in exiguo'llS numbers over fifty or a
hundred or even several hundred years. ,lith ;populations of
millions,' extra:i!olations back and foruard in time using demo'
graphic indices' llay not generate truth, hi.lt the y .contain plaus
ibilit2,.\lith small hunting and gathering bands an ecolo::;ioal
balance isnt least a h;ypothesis(although Douglas, 1966, has
called it intocluestion);llhe populations of the type t01"1'hich
I ref~r are not at this elementary technological level. In the
Kolecase~ i t may l"1'ell be that tlie uh01e dynamic of the
'population' is linguistic or' sociolinguistic.
'
.'ThEl Kole envirOIlJilental interest is a 'border' interest
beh'een t~1e Il:fil~ and Duala trading ~qnes. The 'Kole' coast
:'probably:;a.hTayshad, a lilixed popule,tiOn.. Xole iUay have always used
. . . a trading dialeCt, .vrhqse strtlcture niay refJ,eqt sev'el~al neighbouring
Bantu lEmguages'.Kole as identifiabJ:e people under' that, label .
"·~~rere ':p:r-obably those members' of the corl1merCial" group ",110 maintai.ned
sOmeCOIl.llexi'onS1ii t~l' the Duci"la )md }?et,rhaps. viith,tlle interV;EHung
,
I'subu.·>· rrhecategory Kole lnay have lJ~en filled: 'according to
..
different criteria at different "times'. Perhaps somet,imes, the
Kole vTere mostly LJfik•. Perhaps .sometimes the Kole speech 1'Ta,S .
learnt 'by all in. the zone. "Perhaps sometimes it was' spoken by
nobocly of social importance. In all those coastal areas the
expansion and contraction of slave or client communities, and.
their relationship to thef!:' maste:r-s and host s, must also be born
in mind~ . III a case lih~thi.s the' dynamics of a 'population'
l'Ti th a certain label 'overthe centuries are not t}le dynalilics of
cohorts; arid of fertility or mortality rates.'rhey are the'"
dY11.maicsof an econom~c, social; and linguistic sitlmtion.
\Tho, or 1'That, hOl'leVer," deterraines·the presewo.tion of the
classificatiort'itself? '.fe can easily hYllothesize a situation
in 1IThich everyone can point to a I~ole', but no one calls himself
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Kole. Labels of this sort are fixed to what may be termed
'hollow categories'. In the actual case, the Efik no doubt
maintained the category of 'bOrder poastal Bantu people' without
much concern for the exact consti ttients of t}le categorJr • . The
Bantu-speaking Duala, Isubu,.and others might equally maintain
the category of 'those like us, nearest the Efik.' Istispect
that the Kole were in part a hollow category, like this. They
were fixed as an 'ethnic group' in t}le British administrative
system. No wonder many were puzzled by the tiny number of
'linguistic' Kole among a welter of Efik and other migrants.
No wonder too, that linguistic Kola itself was so hard to pin
down, a language of aberrant idiolects. Perhaps it had nevez:
been any different?
.
In order to summarize the population characteristics of,
a hollow category ,we may express the matter so: since the
category is filled according to non-demographic criteria the
population's survival or extinction, growth, or dec,line, age
structure or fertility, are not determine~ i~ demographic space.
A close cOrigEmer of the hdllow category is the entity maintabled
by continuous replenishment from a home area. Thus the ethnic map
of Cameroon contains stable, growing or~eclining concentrations of
lbo, Bamileke, Rausa (and the like) which are demographically not
necessarily.self.-perpetuating. This type of unit is familiar now
in Africa, as well as in most of the urbanized world. Such concentrations
were, however,. also known in the past. Nomadic groups such as the
Fulani, or economically~defined,groupssuch as the Aro among the
lbo, and others elsewhere shared some of the features of such
continuously concentrated but demographically.unstable groups.
Their closeconnexion with hollow categories lies in their
tendency to become hollow. Thus the supposed Bali settlers on the.
Cameroon Plateau are now, in their main settlement, an entity which
under close examination turns out to look like a representative sample
of all of their neighbours.
Their present dominant language is a
kind of average Cameroon Bantoid.
In Northern Cameroon the category
'Fulbe' has become 'hollow' in this way. In various places and times
the categories 'Norman', 'Pict' ,'Jew', 'Gypsy', 'Irishman', and many
others may have become, or be becoming hollow - a mere smile surviving
from the vanished Cheshire cat. Thus not only can a hollow category
become a 'population'~ a 'population' can become a hollow category.
Indeed, ,this process need never stop: the category may become a.
population again.
Certain peculi~r features in the supposed
continuity of certain ethnic, even 'national', groups may well be
elucidated in this.way •.
It is essential to make this effort to separate the concept
of 'population' from those of language and ethnicity. In the
past the separation has been urged in biological terms.
A
biological population, it has been pointed out, may not coincide
in its historY with the affiliations of its language or of its
culture.
I am not repeating this truth, or truism.
For
we are not able to be so confident about the concept of a bio
logical population.
We are concerned with continuities whose
processes are only in part biological.
Fulbe, Jews and (as we
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lanow) Britons are cre~ted by definition us much as by procreation.
Ue are dealing with 'structures I of a cleo.rly recogEL~8d type
1I[hose transformations may be docuHentGd in statistL~s, but 1IThoSG
dynamics lie out-sidethe field of statistical extrapolation.
I have made this assertion of principIe vii thout the hlportant
modifications and qualific3.t ions in order to hic;b.light its
importance in African studies. '.Ie may, in tl~Jest or in the
global context, avert our eyes from these contradictions. Our
largest units of human classific~,tion have reached such a
scale that population dynamics now form the tail. t11at violently
.,IIlgs the human dog. This is not so even with smaller Uestern
lmits or subunits. It was rarely so with African ethnicities.
IV

I have leept these rem.arks brief. I have not alluded more
than sketchily to the topogrilphical, ecological, economic and·
political elements vfl1ich enter into idel~ificution and self
identification. Ultimately, among tl'~e thinGS that society 'is'
or 'is like', it 'is' or 'is like' idcntificJ.tion. 1].1he e~1.tities
se t up may be bas eO. upon cJi visi ons in empirical roal ity, or may
,be set up on reality'by the structuring processes of the human
mind in society. In such statements 'reality' is, however,
frequently onl3T a compenditun of 'poaitivistic' measures and
approJtimations. iie cX}lerience the structures themselves as
:ceality: tbey Generate eV811ts, not merely our e~q)erience of events.
Anthropologists l'TOuld arg1..1e I thi11k that. this process is analogous
to language
But all agree th,-.~t language acquires a position of
critical emp'rica~lfmport~ce,in its .stUdY ., ~... JMa.
~ J
. OYjii~ ~tJV,i')'U,M ~ J f "-4 rw.,f I fWfI C\ (J1'<JteM Q!.. (~.
For popuie,tion studies, tThe most impressive advances have
occurred in the study 'bf entities. of a 11lacrodemographic scale to
1'[11ich statistical and mensurational indices are cent:r:al. Never
the less, changes in these indices come bacl: to the different iut ion
of ent i ties ( 'miriori ties' , 'classes' , ''Sects', 'ideologies I )
vJitllin '\:;lle mass population wl1ichredefine, or restructure popula~
. tion 'pehaviour' and thus, the populat ion. This different iat ing
process is of' exactly the kind uhich in our more parochial field
of interes.t is .. ~l?.socia.ted li'lith the i'TaxinG and waning of
'ethnicities' and ·thelilce. I have used Ol1bT tuo or three
elementary fOln~lations (tthe taxonomic spac~t, 'taxonomic
scale: r and. tholloi'T categoryt), but 'tIle basic approach is a
small part of repent m.ovelilents l'Thich. restore scientific validity
to the L.lentalistic fr:am.e'l'ToHc,i'Tithin vlhich human societies shape
and create events. 'rhereby, popule-tion studies themselves lUay
be given- back .some of the intuitive life <l11d colour that their
subject ma'c tel' deserves.
_" _..

1

Edi"il1 Ardener

\
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1.

This ",as the introductor~' paper to 'ella Session on fLaIl{},'Uage,
lJthnicity and Popu1at ion' (C o-Chairman Dr. D. Dalby) at the
Birmingham Conf'ere:1ce on "l'he Popu1-::,tion l!'v.ctor in African
Studies' of the African Studies, Association, 11th - 14th
September, 1972.

2.

See Ardener 1962, 1972a.

3.

fro distinguish them from the distant Batanga of Ue South
Cameroon coast.

4.

Ardoner, 1967: 298.

5.

Under the name of 'Hornby' - Ardencr 1968, 1972b.
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EXPUmSSINGTHE ,IWEXPBESSIBLB:
DON 'JUAN AND THE LIlYIIT-S OF FOPJYil\.L· ANALYSIS'

'it.is no geod' asking' what this mystery is apart from

th~'

endeavouritself'~

(I. A. Richards)
I

The ethnography I am going to discuss, Carlos Castaneda's
A Separate Reality (1971), is the record of a confrontation between
t1'IQvery different· ways of approaching the 'world •. Don Juan, a
Yaqui Indian from northwestern Mexico, is familiar with a
'world view" "I'I'hich appears unintelligible to us westerners.
Castaneda, a young anthropologist from the 'University of .
Cal.iforn·ia, found himself in the f~llol'ling s'ort of s1.'tuation·~ : . , .
Under don Juan 's guidance and under the inn uence ofa drug 'called
.' t.he·Iittle smoke', he feels that he has changed into a CrOl'1; he
even flies •. Discussing this experience later, Castaneda asks,
'Did I really become a crow? I mean would anyone seeing me have
thought I was an ordinary crow' ?Don Juan replies, 'l{o. You
can't think that way when dealing with the power of allies.
Such questions make no sense, and yet to become a crow is the
simplest of all matters.' (1969: 183).'
"'
.
'This is· startling enough, but the possibility of anthropology
becomes even more problematic when we turn to the central activity
of'seeing'-:' Don Juan distinguishes 'seeing' from '109king' (197.1:
16) •. ~jhen we 'look' at the world we perceive and conceptualise .'
whq,t might be called the everydayworld f but 'when weisee" the' .
world we notice a very different typeo£ reality. 'l'hough the
practitioner uses drugs he does not 'see' hallucination$.Instead,
he, 'sees' real things: '}ien look different \'Ihen you 'see'. The .
little smoke vdllilelp you to 'see'· men as fibers' of light •••
Fibers, like white cobwebs, Very fine threads that ciroulate '
from the head to the navel.Thus ·e.man .looks like. an egg of c.ircul
atingfibers.And his arms and legs are like lUDlinous bristles,
bursting out in all directi<ms' (33). .'. .'
.
. Apart from describil'lg ., seeing' in terhis 6"f what is 'seen', .
don Juan elaborates the distinction by opposing tthinkiug' and .
'understc9.nding' on tIle one hand, :arid 'knOV'Ting' on the other. Just
ashe uses 'the word 'looking' in away with which we we~terner~ are
familiar, so does he tillethe notions 'thinking' and 'understanding'.
But 'lmmlfng' functions analagously with ,tseeing'; onecail only 'know'
i'1hen one' istseeing' •. 'Seeing' cannot be 'understood' (see p~ 102,
107, 114,313) • Consequently, 'lhen don Jmm spOts Castaneda
cogitating upon the nature of 'seeing' he <;:hstis~s .him: "You're
thinking ••• what 'seeing' would be like. You wanted me to
describe it to you so you could begin to th1nl{ about it; the way
you do with everything else. In the case of 'seeing', however,
thinking is npt the issue at all', so IcanJiot tell you \ihat it is
like to 'see".
.
Anthropology, then, comes face to face with an inexpressible
ethnographic 'factt.Andit cannot be ignored,' for a gre~t many
of don Juan's activities revolve arourid 'seeing'.. \That are vIe to
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make of such a phenomenon? I want to argue that Castaneda's
\'Iork presenJtS anthro];>ologyas it:t~ cUl'reJl~i:y_cO,~cei"Eld,~,th a
fundamental challenge. Put very bluntly, is our 'anthropological
semantic'"up to the task ,of examining modes of constructinG the'
world vlhich taboo our proceeding as we are usuallyaccusto,med to,
do?
The best way to approach this issue is to regard anthropology
as an 'additive' discipline. Butler's dictum - 'Dverything is what
it is and not another thing' -will hardly do as it stands, for
it is. impossible to make a c,lear distinption between what some
thing is, and ~10l'1'that s8.i'J1ething is to .be',identified, andin,~e.;r
preted. Since interpretation has to. be in" t~rmsofwhateverBchema
is brought to bear on the subject rna tter under consideration,vle
cannot escape the fact that the universeisa relational affair;
thincs 81'e only things" relat ive to othe I' th ings. Thus all identi
fication and interpretation neqessarily, involves an addit:tvepro
cedure. It is only when
can locate something within a general
frame1'10rk of ideas that we can say it is one thing and' not another.
The anthropologist does ;no~ trip over 'brute realities'.

we

So' vIe are inevitably led to the central question of oui'
discipline: what is the nature of the ts()mething' which 11e bring
to bear on our SUbject ~atter? Developing a series of distinctions
made by Ferre (1970), we can ~ay that a system of 'mystical' , "
beliefs can be approached in four ways: (a) strongly theory
dependent interpretation, 'Ithen sociological or psychological 'theory
is applied tosl3.Y, for instance t that god is society or th&t ritual
sYmbolises the social order, (b) weakly ti1eory-dependentbut eth
nocentric interpretation when the aim is to criticise the beliefs
by comt>aring them against the criteria governing science or COlliIilon
sense t this is how logical posi tivista or intellectualists app roach
religio~ beliefs) ; (c) the S~le, when the intention is not so
much c:r'itioismas it is reinterpretation (Braithwaite, EacKinnori,
Bultmann and to a lesser extent Leach- all reinterpretS'! religious
discourse to emphasis "lhat, this ,discourse has in common Ti11thmore
general modes of thought), aqd (d) fideiatic interpretations of
such 'a kind that 1'1111 'preserve a faithful understanding of its
own mysterious topic' (Ramsey :1,964: 44). , ' "
, .
, Thus the anthropologist, has four options ; he can add four
scheme . ~'comprisi,ng scientific, theories" the model of scientific
discourse, 'the model of more familiar "laYs of facing ifhevT6rld,
and a.mcicl~l whicti is, somehow part an<;l IJarcel of the realiw under
cpnsideration. In 'its purest fornl the last solution is probably
the. most difficult to use (it :is all too easy to say thcit language
games are .notdist;i.nct entities, etch' but all the other options
are deinonstrab.lyvlrongif the goal is 'Clle exegesis or recreation
of semantic systems.
Applying this to don Juan,w,e can easily say how vie should
not proceed 1:f we ~/al1t, to, unde:rst'and his system. TaJ,ce Leach, who
together l,lith the other 'symbolists' (Beattie, }i'irth, Douglas)
sometimes appears to confuse 'IJ'hat ritual and ayth mean for the,
."
participant 'Inth what might be called sociological meaning (1964:14).
Uhatever the (faSe, it does not really further our understanding of
don Juan t s universe to be told,. for instance; that the ambiguous
natt~e of 'seeing' reflects the dispossessed nature of the people
v1ho hold this belief. No doubt this might be an interesting
observation, but it presupposes an understanding of 'seeing',
and is not really talking about participant meaning.
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Even worse, take Spiro. As befits one who finds problems
of meaning to be 'intellectually trivial' (1967:5), he attempts to
refute the symbolists by employing a crude 'at face value' thesis.
Referring to the Trobriand Islanders conception beliefs, he observes
that 'in the absence of any evidence whJ.ch indicates the contrary,
it is gratuitious to assume that this cultural ,belief does not mean
what it says so it vlfOulcl seem not unreasonable to 'assume that it
enunciates a theory of Oon~tt'fmrl' (1968: 255). Bharati, v-;ho cites
Spiro in this context, takes crude scientific ethnocentriqism (our
second type) so seriously as to claim 'we might be bett;)r off if
we jettisoned symbol talk altogether in the investigation of :religions
that do not use 'symbol' emically - which means all religions
except salon Judaeo-Christianity' (1971:262). So much for Nuer
Religion, and so much for don Juan, unless we are to assUDle~t he
understands everYthing that he says ,iri a literal and explanatory
fashion.
These mistakes are typical of those who do not pay enough
attention to conceptual matters. Jven Godfrey Lienhardt, infinitely
more subtle and fideisti c than any of the anthropologists l'Te, have
mentioned; runs into difficulties. He argues that our distinction
betYTeen metaphorical and literal discourse cannot adeq,uately be
applied to characterise such Dinka assertions as 'Some men are lions'
(1954:98, 99). So he applies the notion of analogy to describe
this belief (106). '1e need only ask, in uhat sense is the notion
'analogy' ,somehow immune from the criticism's directed against
'metaphor'?
Let me nO"H try to state what I talee to be the best general way
of interpreting don Juart-aemantic tmiverse. For various reasons,
it seems to me that strong fide ism is ill suited for the anthropolo
gist •. U~ have f..', duty to media,te between different "\'lays of interpreting
the world. rie have an eq,ually strong duty to grasp and recreate
alien modes of expression. For the second reason lTe have to be .
fideistic. For the first, we have tobe prepared to introduce
distinctions and characterisations which the participants might not
themselves use. Strong fideism, wideh does not allOYT this type of.
addition, is ruled out because what we want to understand has to
be what ..llil can understand, This, of cour:;e, is not to deny that we
should mak~ a.rj.effort ~o "widen our frontier,s. of understanding to "
meet the alien. Lnde~d, it .is.precisely this operation yn1ich gives
the type of anthropology ·of. 'lvhich I8fO. spe8.1dng its great value.
'
Granted all. this, vThere should we find our basis for inter,,:,.
pretation?A basis which is faithful to the alien, and yet whic!}
is also intelligible to us. One of don Juan's crucial dicta, let
us recall, is that reasoning cannot be applied to 'seeing'. Here
we have a characteristi c clash of language games. I say
'characteristic' beqause exactly the s~~e clash frequent~ occurs
within our own culture. Think of Blake's disparaging reuark: 'I
have alvmys found that Angels have the vanity to speak of t11emselves
as the only lTise. This they d.o with a confident insolence sprouting
from systematic reasoning'. Orthiruc of Huxley's remark, 'we must
preserve, m1d if necessary, intensify our ability to look at the
world directly and not through that half~opaque medium, of concepts,
which distorts every given fact into the all too familiar likeness
of some generic label or explanatory abstraction' (1954:59). Or
think of Goethe's characterisation of the intellectual as the man
l',ho feels that 'what we perceive by eye is foreign to us as such
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and need not impress us deepJy'. But mos~ of all, no~ice the,
Christian tradition. It is true that we do not find ,the same
reliance on the indirect language of, sight, and so are not re
minded of don Juan inexactly the SOOTIe way, but the clash is still
with us. , ,Christians have to speak c;md reason, yet a, ifnot the;
crucial dogma of their faith is that the nature of God ca;:mot be'
eX'J?ressed in thought. TllEl controversy between those who follow
the respective logics of analogy, qbedience and encounter (see
Ferre), who follow reason; raith, and experience, replicates in
broad outline aspe,cts of the confrontation between don Juan and
Ci=lJstaneda. '
'
Surely, we canconcl~de, here 'is an adeq~~ts pasis, for OtU
interpretation. PhilosophGrs of religion, oft,en draWing on linguist ic
philosophy for their analytical tools ,theologians, vlho help uS by
emphasising the, necessary fi ':dei:' tic stance, and poets or thinkers
ranging from Blake to Huxley and I. A. Richards, hav.e all developed
procedures, distinctions and insights which ue, can app:!al to. HOI'/'
have Christians and poets expressed the inexpressible? How have
theologians/philosQphers of religion and literary critics given
accounts of this phenomena? , If ,fe are to be6in to Icnow ~rlw.t to add
to the other \'lorlds of visionaries, mystics, :2eligious communities
and magical practitioners in other CUltures, it is at this homebased translat ion-point that lIe must begin. Unless "Te can open our
eyes Within oUr own cultures, we C&lnot properly broaden our more
strictly ,ant,lu;op01oGica1 ~orizori~. '
"
1

Before trying to give these rather outspoken remarks some
substance by referrinG back to don Juan and Castaneda, I should like
to make one thing clear. Certain anthropologists, one suspects,
mi~lt not feel inclmned to eneage in full scale conceptual analysis.
';l'hey -('lould probably admit, tq 'l'lorrying about def,inin(; 'religion' or
'culture', but vmuld, ap~'Jear 'to feel that examining hm'1 we classify
our discourse (literal, factual, cognitive, informative, empirically
true assertions/fictitious assertions/symbolic, expressive, medita
tive, imaginative assertions arid hybrid forms such, as quasi-factual'
utterances, performq.tive discourse etc), and hOH we use certain
''lOrds (belief, religious experience, truth etc), is irrelevant to
the task of anthropology. They seem to imply - they ignore these
topics ~ that fieldwork automatically makes the 'armchair' diffi
culties raised by such notions as 'metaphor' or 'law' irrelevant.
Leaving aside the curious concern of such anthropologists \'lith
definitional problems (due, no dOUbt, to their scientism), we have
only to recall that there are two sides to the coin of interpre
tation. Fieldvmrk' should be done in the alien context and in the
home envirolnaent; the armchair is a red herring.
j

But th'ere is more to it. than this. Having displaced the arm
chair from its original metaphorical hawe, 1'le can now reinstate it
in a different context. For tlia anthropologist interested in meaning
much work can be done ,,,ithout immediate participation. Analagously,
it make:;: little sense to apply the fieldvlOrk/armchair distinction
to those who have tried to interpret the Bible or the "Sacred Books
of the East. So although 1 have no firsthand knovl1edge of Nexico,
in wl~,t follows! shall be trying to demonstrate tl~.t much can be
achieved by sitting dO'l'nl and thinking abouc how Cast~neda, don Juan
and others use their >lords.
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Don Juan belongs to a comml-'.nity of li~e min9-~d,"prac:tr:titine~s
He converses intelligibly with don Genaro in such a way that we
h~ve to suppose that they both 'know' about 'scei~' and,can some
hmt fol101<1 nhat we might call the 'grammar' of this activity.. But
hm'1 can this be the case?
'.1hen don Juan comes to talk about the 'guardian' (an entity
which belongs to the realm of 'seeing'), he· is ··lead into contradic
tions: 'It had to be there and it had, at the same time, to be
nothing'. The conversati.on continues,
C.C. 'How could that be, don Juan? What you say is absurd.'
D.J. 'It is. But that is 'seeing'. There is really no way
to talk about it.. 'Seeing', as I. said before, is learned by 'seeing"

(1971: 207).
Don Juan cannot talk about 'seeing' for at least two reasons.
First, he believes that 'The world is such-and~such or so-and-so
only becausevre tell ourselves that that is the way it is. if we
stop telling ourselves that the Horld is so-and...l.so, the Vlorld 1'rill
stop being so-and-so' (264). Since 'seeing' is concerned uith the
'sheer mystery' (ibid) of the world, the practitioner must stop
maintaining his everydaY~lOrld by ceasing to think arid talk.
Secondly, an essential incredient of 'seeing' is 'that the practitioner
comes to realise it by himself. The 'warrior' or 'man of knowledge'
is a Han \'1ho applies 'will'.
Granted tlk~t 'seeing' has to be learnt by 'seeing', how can"
don Juan's tradition maintain itself? Uhere is the social aspect
of 'seeing', the aspect vn1ich allows one practitioner to agree
with another on the graramar of the activity? Or are we to say
that the social collapses into a series of pr'ivate experiences?
The best way to answer this question is by describli1C how don
Juan attempts to teach Castaneda to 'see'. His basic technique is,
to destroy Castaneda's faith in the everyday world of things by
introducing states of consciousness irrhich l'cnder normal interpreta
tion inapplicable. Castaneda has to take those drugs which are
regarded as vital prerequisites for 'seeing'. And don Juan places
him in ambiguous situations designed to create a feeling of other
ness over and against the ev~ryJ.ay vlOrld of' understanding. For ,
instance, as the t\'lO were driving through Hexico during the n:i,ght,
they noticed headlights foll01'l:lng them down the lonely road. Don
Juan interprets this' by. s'aying, 'Those are the lights on the head
of death' (64). Castaneda experiences a thrill of the non-natural,
turns round, but the lights have disappeared.
Having established these states of altered,consciousness, don
Juan directs Castaneda to certain patterns and interpretations. On
one occasion Castaneda perceives don Juan's face as 'an :i.ncredibly
fast flickering of something' (192). ~ven though Castaneda does not
speak, don Juan appealis to be aware of irfhat is happenin3' because he
tells his apprentice to look away. Some hours after the experience,
and after Castaneda has given his account, don Juan dismisses it:
'Big dealt ••• You say a glOW, big deal' (194).
Teaching, then, involves verbal instruction, interpretation,
and the implicit assumption that don Juan 'knOl-fS' a great deal about
1'lhat is going on Jim Castaneda's mind. From our point of view, things

~
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are getting even more mysterious: the teaching of 'seeing' appears
to involve the idea that the teacher can 'see'into the mind of
his pupil (see esp. 204).
.:

,. t

~

But let us stay with the role of ~I"ords and thought. Although
the following dialogue involves a rat~'er odd guide (a lizard), i t
accurately summerizes the role of verbal instruction in the teaching
process~

D.J. 'If the lizal;'d. had died while she was on yourshouldel',
after you had begun the sorcery, you i'l"Ould have had to go ahead \'I"ith .
it, and that would truely have been madness.'
C.C. 'Uhy would it have. been madness?'
.
. 'Because under such conditions nothing makes sense.
You are alone without a guide, seeing terrifying, ,rionsensic,al things'.
.
'
~Jlh~t do you mean by nonsensical things?'
'.
'Things we see by ourselves. Things ue see when 1"1e have
no direction' (1969:165)·
.
.
lJi thout a guide to prepare Castaneda for his experiences,
direct him through them and discuss tl~m afterwards,the experiences
remain of no value. Instead offillin, in the nature of non-ordinary
reality they merely jar the everyday \'1Orld. In short ,don Juan
.
interprets and directs the experi ences in tennsof the criteria of
a CUltural tradition.

This said, the fact remains that the cultural body of beliefs
are of a very curious variety. '.fe can take for our example a notion
~n1ichoperates within the same graDilllarof things as 'seeing'.
'~lill', says don Juan, cannot be talked about.
nut he then goes
on to spea~ of it: 'There is no real way of telling hON one uses'
it, except that the results of using the 1IIi11 are astotind~ng: (1971:
178). :[e should remember that 11ittgenstein' s principle - 'the
meaning of a word is its use in the language' - must involve a social
context" ('forms of life'). Thus the meaning of 'will' cannot be
fully understood except by S~eil1[~' 11l'hat is involved in the activity
of '\-Tilling'. Don Juan. can speak of this. He ca1'l say \1ha t 'i'Iill'
can do, which allo,.ro him to compare the notion fIith what such things
as courage can do: unlike courage, 'will' 'has to .do. 'Ivith astonishing
feats that defy our common sense'(ibid).'
Besides giVing us some idea of vl"hat 'Will' is not and what
'will'. can do, don Juan can also describe what we might call the
'anat omy ' of the actiVity•. The 'will' 'shoots out, like an arrow'
from the abdominal area where the 'luminous fibers' are also
attached (179).
.
·.ie have already seen that don Juan can <lescribe many aspects
of non-ordinary rea I ity, ranging from. the 1fibers of light' to the
'guardian''t'lhich can be 'an awesome ·beast as high as the sky'(147).
1.!hen ue add the other things ''I'1hic11 don Juan can talk about; 1'l"hat
the activities of 'willing', and 'seeing' are not ,and 'I"lllat they
entail, we realise the ex ~ent to 1'1hich these activities are cul
turally defined and expressible. So are we to conclude that don
Juan is breal,:ing 'I"lith his 'seeing is incompatible Hith talking'
thesis.?
. I think not. First, don Juan says, 'unless you understand
the ways .of a man who ·knows, it is impossible to talk about •••
seeing' (20). The implica.tion here is that once one has 'seen'
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one can talk about certain aspects of the activity.' The incompata
bi litythesisis, houever, ;retained:, just as we cannot say vTh8. t
love or beauty are in theil~elves, so don Juan cannot talk about
'seeing" , initself • In these three cases the activities can only
be described by appealing to accooo'cs of exterual evehts and things.
They cannot begot at in any directly internal way, except, of
course, in the 'form of 'incoliImunicable experience. Furtl1ermore,
don Juan does not claim to be able to sayver,y much about tl~
essentially incomprehensible entities called 'rilescalito' and 'the
allies' (114). But what of his talk about the 'external' events
and states of affairs? The fonas of life specifying tl~ activities
of 'seeing' and 'willing' are not 'external', or social in any normal
sense. r,1escalito miGht be 'seen', by several practitioners at the
same moment of time, but tl~ entity 'speaks' to people privately.
The environmental changes which occur when one 'sees' are not
, .Il1ibl:t-eJ.:.Y ;,~, observable in the same 1my as the physical objects of
everyday rea,lity. Thus don Juan's talk about tl~ nature of such
phenomena is strongly qualified by the grarJ.Llar of 'seeing'. The
'publishers of the paper-back edition of A Separate Reality fall
int 0 the trap of over-literalism: the cover shmvs things which can
only be "seen' •.
But 'even if vTesay that these '.ext·ern~l' phenomena are spoken
of in some sort of indirect or 'metaphorical' language, the fact
remains that don Juan is talking about 'seeing'. It appears that
if don Juan is pot to be accused of being contradictory we must
somehow reformulate his apparently literal use of words like
'thinking'. Since we do not understand 'seeing' this, is an impOSsible
task:' unless He ,can oppose 'thinking' tQ some knovTn factor, the term
cannot be interpreted. All we can say is this: the distinction
'Tould appear to function polemically and heuristically. Castaneda
has to be' told to stop thinking for the same reasons that we might
tell sOll-ieone'llha is entering a Goncert 11ith, an intellectual problem
on his mind that he must relax if he is to enjoy the music. And
from the heuristic point of view don Juan has to be able to organise
Castaneda',s experiences. Another consideration is tlJ.a t if 'seeing"
involves a totally alien mental wo;qld ,fe are left with the following
sorts of problenis;' psychologically speaking, is it likely that don
Juan can stop thinking to quite the degree claimed?; 1'That of the '
fact that when he. is .' seeing' he Qontinues to use words and engage
in interpretation?; if we say tha tdon Juan 'sees' 1'Tithout thinking ,
and then returns from this state to report 011 some sort of 'memory'
basis, what exactly is he r~llembering?; wlw,t sort of image is it
1'1hic11 can a.fterwaJ,.~ds give him the idea of 'white fiber'?; and even
if tIle allOVl" that it might someho't'T be possible to remember and oon
ceptualise expeJ;'iences I'Thich one did not think about at the time,
hO'l'T can a ~ystem, of beliefs be established on the basis of a series
of curious memory , traces~,
"

As I have said, without kno1'liPC; vThat 'seeing' is about, these
questiol'lS' cannot be answered. But by applyinG our common41ense
crite:ha of hovT a cultural tradition must vTork 11e can conclude that
since 'seeing' is taught as a cultural event, the activity must be'
guided by a set of beliefs and ideas. This, is born out by several
remarlCsofdonJuan's. ' Talking of tcon,trolled folly' (another
activity- of the t seeing t 'type), he meets' Castaneda's lack of under
standing by saying, 'You don't understand,me, now because of your
habit of thinking as you look and thinking as you think' (106).
In other words , once you have experienced, the activity, the insights
11hich don Juan is trying to express will begin to mffi~e sense.
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Thus the hints, clues or ciphers have to be given some sub~
stance if they are to be fully understood. In don Juan's case this
entails moving beyond ~he manifestly objective realm of public
discourse into the separate reality itself., Logically; this exist
entia.l domain of sheer activity, feeling and na.ked reality (see
1969: 143)' has to be construed as· subjective', for this is the
status of experience. But we have tried to shm'T that by regarding
much of don Juan's discourse as a series of ciphers it is possible
both to say that the ciphers organise the separate reality and gain
their full meaning from it. Referring to Ramsay aga.in,· the odd
nature of don Juan's discourse reflects the nature ofnon-ordilury
reality and so can illmuinate its broad outlines. Once the dis
closu:r'e has occured and once, in some sense of tlw tIord, the non
ordinarJ reality is~ccepted, the pem1Y can drop, the music can
speak, even Mescalito can speak like music - not to mention tlw hot
'vind 'telling', extraordinary things to don Genaro (1971:300) - and
meaning is imposed on the entire discourse.
The trouble 'oJi th this account of hovl the tradition maintains
itself is that it is easy to' argue that '\le are beine; too faithf'\ll
to don Juan. For in order to give an accoill1t of how this sector
of his discours~ operates we seem tg·ha~eimputedanontological reality
to his separate reality. The best ~'lay I can sh01'1 '\'That I mean by
this is to refer to another arch-fideist, D. Z. Phillips. He claims
that the'graromar of ••• the roality of God' is such tlmt 'To Imow
God is to love Him. There is no theoretical understandil1C of tlw
reality of God' (1967: 66, 75). Phillips, o~' course, has to COllC Iuds,
'This is why tinderstanding religion is incompatible with scepticism'
(79) - the equation between knowing God and loving Him me~s that
God can only be understood in terms of loving him. Hovl can one love
something (in any properly relj,gious sense) 1'1hich 'cloes not exist?
In much the s~,~ way, if 'seeing' m1d the discol~se associated
with it is taken as a ciph~r pointing to a reality ~lich has to be
disclosod by taking drugs, bearing the ciphors in mil'id, and obeying
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certain il\',,'tructions, we have to say that something deteuaiu1.te and
objective is disclosed only if there really is a grauwar'ofexperience
to be articulated. If we,deny this, don Juan's discourse can make
little sense for instead of teaching people to act in terms of a
separate reality we would have to interpret him as a charlatan
engaged in indoctrination. Either there is something there to be
disclosed and realised. or don Juan is doing something other tl~n
what he says he is doing.
But if ue say that Castaneda calUlOt 'see' because 'seeing'
does not ~xist, how are we to account for the cultural tradition
and the teaching process? These anti1ropolo~ists whdDue have Galled
Is~nbolists' locate the rationale of ritual ~d myth in the social
order. . In this way they relocate the rhyme and reason vnlich is
missing at the surface level (expressive talk is notoriously alogical
at this level) at a level which really does exist. But in so doing
they cease to be fideists. If, on the other,hand, we want to remain
faithful to don Juan, 'l'1e cannot do tilis; we cannot account fo l' his
:;rad:Ltion in this way. So we have to say that 'seeing' and *non
ordinary reality' exists, and tha t it is this existential grammar
or series of marks which governs the rhYme and reason of the e:A."press
ive cultural beliefs. In any case, this is not merely a question of
the pro's and con's of fideism: at mitote meetings the participants
often agree about 'seen' things, particularly those which concern
the presence of Mescalito. Castaneda rejects don Juan's explal~tion 
involvi~ 'seeing· - in favour of a sociological theoI'""Y" (covert leader,
cues etc). He does not join the other participants \vhen they take
their peyote buttons, b~t his objectivity does him no good. For not
only does he fail to spot any form of covert cOD@unication; he also
fails by seeing Me~calito for himself (59-74). A feature of group
psychology encot~aged by 11Elllucinogenic drugs qud half-remembered
beliefs? Perhaps, but \"hen the grammar' of 'seeing' 1'lOrks so. explici tly,
one begins to wonder. ~ven more forcibly, if we are to believe don
Juan uhen, he claims that words can be infused >-lith true meanil1g', no
h'o practitioners could mean the sarae thing, orcollliilunioate, unless
they shared SOille sort of grarwmar. They would not be able to use
their words properly (i.e. in tenns of the tradition). Yet don Juan
and don Genaro. patently do not talk like madman; like men with
purely subjective grammars or no grammars at all. Their infused
language is shared.
TiTe are back to where we began, with the two 'men of knolvledge'
and the problem of an objective tradition mee1;ing what some people
might call subjective realms. I suspeot that the most adequate
answer to the question is that don Juan's tradition rests on a set
of ciphers and a set of experiences. Both are equally indeterminate
taken by themselves: the experiences could mean anything, and the
beliefs are virtually meaningless. But when the two are conjoined,
something :~H.l.ppens. The drug/eXistential world becomes ,orgaL1ised, the
beliefs become correspondingly meaning~ul in some sort of expressive
sense. There must be some sort of logic or PTammer in this synthesis
otherwise don Juan and the other practitioners would not be able to
use their language correctly. ' Uhether or not this grailllJ1ar is
ontolog~cally real is, in a sellSe, beside the point: Phillips is
talking ~boutChristianity which involves faith, but don Juan's
world and its gral1mar, is not religious in this sense;, One has
to acce~t it (as one might accept the cl~llenge of climbing Nt.
Everest), but once one has done this the interplay of drugs, in
structions, beliefs and altered states of consciousness do tlwir
uork. OUtside a religious system stressing faith, this is the only
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way that. an inexpressible activity can be maintained. Tl~ activity
of 'seeing' lies close to experience itself; drugs activate the
experiential font, beliefs direct the process •. But full verbal
expression would miss the point.
III
Understanding don Juan, it seems, inVolves a degree of parti
£ipant-observation which many anthropologists would'find unacceptable.
How many anthroj 1 01ogists of religion have been prepared to sacrifice
their nOrlllchstates of riund? In a normal 'faith' type religion
these difficulties of retaining participant-observation do not
arise - unless, of course~ one is determined to follow ~rch
fideists like Phillips, Concluding his NHer Religion, Bvans~
Pritchard adopts the only reasonable stance for this 'faith'
religion: .the . social ali.d cultural forms, which express the relation
ship between man and Kwoth are the drmnatic representations of an
interior state which vTe as anthropologists cannot grasp. JJven
though the Nuer cannot speak of this interior state which gives
their reliGious disc'ourse its full meaning, Evans-:-Pritchard is
able to give a comprehensive semantic account of their beliefs and
rituals. This is because the Nuer's imaginative constructions form
a systematic whole and can be interpreted in ten1s, of one another.
The expressiveness of their cliscoul'se does not intrude upon its
systematic nature. Or put another way, the gram.inar of K~>Toth does
not have to be grasped through active participation if th~ goal
is limited to shOWinG the retionaleand nature of their symbo lic
talk. The \Iinchian approach suffices for this.
But does the same apply to don Juan's universe? 'Seeing' is
not like ICwoth. The Nuer experience Kwoth but this does not
govern their religious discourse in any direct sense. Their trad
i tion is too systematic :ror that, and K~>Toth is too. unknmnible to
fundamentally constitute religious Imlguage usage (this is WIlY we
have charaQterised l1uer religion as a 'faith' religion). 'Seeing',
hOvlever, is a directly experiential activity ancl containS its own
internal grammar of disco'llrse.Uhneas in Nuer religion active
experience adds full meaning, experience of' seeing' adds' both
full meaning and the ability to use language correctly. This is
where system is restored.
It fo11o,'1S that observdtion alone, in the sense of participating
vTi thout imbibing, can tell us very little about don Juan's vTorld
in the context of 'seeing' •. ;lecannot really understand tIle graJ:JlIllar
of don Juan's discourse in the same way that we can understand
Nuer religion, for this logic is so epiphenomenal to and ex)ressive
of 'seeing'. Because expression dominates and disrupts logical
system, one carUlot become a practitioner merely by learning the
cultural items. (By practitioner I here mean someone vnl0can use
the language).
..
.
If this seems far fetched, consider the following example and
think of the consequences fOr a ,Jinchian t;ype understanding. non
Juan is talking aboutt:he nature of allies and Nescalito. He says
that these two entities are similar in one essent ial respect. He
then says that they are equally essentially different •. So the
position is,' 'a' + tb'are defined by 'c t , but 'a' differs funda
LJentaLly from 'b'. Don Juan cloes not li~:e Castaneda pointing this
out, so he opts out from the logical (system) idiom. He tells
Castaneda to stop talking, the implication being that he is being
forced to talk about something ~lhich cannot be put into words
(53, see also 179).
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~Jofind,then, that \'i'henever 'l'le' \iant to connect assertions
in order to make them meaningful we run theriak of meeting the _
gra_r of 'seeing'.'. Contradictions can tell the ~linchian styled
anthropologist a lot, but ·His difficult not to conclude' that
the.ir full meaning, includi11g! the reasons. for their·'existep.ce,
cannot be'gxaSl)ed up.til the observer has experienced ,ltlhateve~ the
underly:ingreality mightbe •
.

Let us take a brief lO'OK at what ~ome ph:i,losophers, have ha.d
to say about therela,tionship between understanding something or
somebody and experiencing the SB~e things~ .
On first sight 'nothing . seems mox~ natural than' to say that r
don't understand what is meant by the no:t1ons 'G6d~ 'pa:Ln'~, ',seeing'
etc unt~l I have experienced the phenomena which are supposedly being
r¢ferred to. On this Vieltl, understanding the meaning of something
is an essentially.mental occure~ce: words are taken to refer either
to' mental states of to phenomemi.l realities, and until thes.e have·
been experienced the fullmeanirtg of the word has not been graspe~.
For the last· fortyar so years such· theories of rileaning have
come under heavy' criticism,. i'lo-rdslili:~tment'al', 'experience', and
even 'referential' (as in de Saussure' s; view' of the sign) have
become objectionable •. }'Ia'clntyre is typical/· He refutes the position
,'Te have seen Dvaxls-Pritchard adoptiM': }thesuggestion of the
liberal theologian that theological expressions have private
meaning 'by referring to private exPerience is ruled'outby the fact
that no expressi,ons can derive their rJieaning in this way' (1970: 167).
;1uite simply, 'an individual cannot recognize, identify andconceptu
alise his own experiences in his own private langllage. It is im
possible for us to characterise our experiences unless we appeal
to 'lTOl:'ds 1<1'hose meaning depends upon. their being governed by rules.
Yet such rules of use or meaning at'e by their very nature of the
public, soc~al order. 'So', continues Haclntyre, .'word·s like 'pain'
and 'sensation' ,..hich refer to p:dvate experiences, if any ,'lords do
are 'vords in public language'. If the meaning of religious ex
pressions is totally exhausted by referring to private experiences,
communication is impossible: my,'experiences might 'l'lell never coincide
with your experiences, which means that our respective languages
will never meet.
~JIeahing'therefore;is essentially l-ocated'in the social realm
where rules govenlus~. ~ea~ing'is to be 'understood by examining
the limits of.what cariand what 9annotbe' said in any siyen case,
not b:/ appealing to some mental' penumbra which supposedly lie~ r
behind 'I'J'O'rds and sentences. 8.omephilosophers .have ,accordingly .
exclucled e:x;pe:l.'ience to' what might appear to be an extreme clegree.
DevelopingWittgenstein's remark 'You have learned the concert
'pain' 'l'lhen you leiJ.rned language " Nalco 1m asks \'1b;y this is
'startling'. His reply is,' it seems to ignore 'Ilhat is most important,
namely, one's experience of pain itself' (1972:56). He argues,
however, that 'inner exllibition (introspectively observing oUr
experiences) can contribute nothing to the understanding' of, a
concept' (57). -A ccordingly, 'Je do 1l0tlmo'l'1 hOl'l to make a distinc~
tion bet"leen (someone) being able to use the 'l'J'Ord correctly.and his
knoltTing its meaning' (58).
.

Nalcolm compares the man uho has never felt pain uith the
man '\lho is blind. ~Jhereas the first man can use the ,lOrd 'pain'
correctly, and thus has a 'full' mnderstmldiiig of the concept(SO),
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the blind man inevitably makes mistakes 'toThen he comes to use colour
words. ' He lacks the necess<::>ry experience. Uaismann makes the same
point for the man irho is colour blind: t':Ie may c~ll a langt,lage un
attainable that cannot be learnt in any l1ay. Of course, this,
'unattainab{lity' is not due t6 the language itself, but to us and
our exi)erii:mces. Thus vle cannot learn or translate aloJ.1[;1.tage
vlhiOO is' used to describe experiences from \'Thich v,e are completely
cut off, just as a co lour-blind man cannot learn our language'
(1968:253). There are, as he puts it, 'no bridges ,of understanding'
betweenthe'differentwodds t .and 'different la.ngu~.ges' of colour
blind and normal men (250).
Thus far we have ,covered tw'o positions: (a) the meaning of
some' co ce ta, is strictly, eq,uivalEmt ,to learning how to use them,
€ind (b themeanillg' of o1ihertYl.'es of concepts should still be ,
understood in terms of uSe, butoerta:i,iL experiences have to 1;>e present
before one can apply the ~10rdS prope~lyi . There is,h9wever, a third
category. Talking about Vlord.s like 'homesiclmess', Uaismann uri tes
'Someone'11ho feels homesick for the first time w'ill Probably say
'So this, is w'hatpeople call 'homesiol::rtess'; now' for the' first time
I am, beginning to realise all .tllat that 'lord connotes'. It is as
::iff he previously 'l~nel'J' the w'ord oip.y from the outside and nO\', sUddenly
understands its inner meaning' (265). Experience is as important
as in oUr second category, but instead of performing the function
of providing' the necessary conditions for langucige uf$El (l1e can cer
tainly speak of 'homesickness' even i f ue have never felt it) .ex
perience nOlI serves to fill out the full. meanil1g of the, ",ord.
'rh1,.ls Uaislilal.ln dontj,riu~s,' 'But what is here ca1led'und.e~'standing'
is not only a capaci1;y to reaCt to -the w'ord "lith certain definite
feelings, but also the ability to describe imaginatively all t.~e
subtle implications of the word' (266).
.
$0 und~rstanding the meaning of an assertion is not a clear
cut business, Since ~aismalu1's last remali~ could a~so be applied
to Iia1 colm IS 'pain' example 'v'ie inust dist iriguish between 'meaning,;,
uSe' and 'me~ing...existential realisation'. lIe must also distirJ€,'Uish
between those situations in which direct experience is necessary
for use and those in which it is not.
1

~le can now develop what vIe have" said about the nature of don
Juan's discourse in the context of 'seeing'. Castaneda is early
told that 'You must feel everything, otherwise tl1e world. loses its
sense' •. Faced wit11 t;,tis, Castaneda replies th,:. t one does not' have
to get an elecj;ric shock in order to. know about electricity'
(1971:13). Castaneda. soon realises ,that this will nat d9 •. The
meaning of don J118.n' a discourse liea too close to reality and ex
perience for the I meailin', is use cum kno,rledge'argumen,t implied
in Castaneda's electricity example.: Thus when don Juan claims
'~lhen I say that the guardian is really blockillg your passing and
:
could actually knock the devil out Qf you, I knOll'trThat I mean' (:)55),
we would be missing the point unless ne shared don Juan t s: experiential
\miverse.ln this context, correct, use siglJ,ifies correct under
standing, but the understaHding itself is another matter. It.
certainly cannot be got at by 0 bservil1g rules of'. us e • To. ta);:e an
analagous example, wheri someone says 'I love you' this wil1~ in a
valid sense of 'mean', mean something different dependiilg on 1'lhet11e1'
one is in love or not. This so:ct of i,leaning has something to do
'l"lith public rules (ue can see 'l"Thethel' the person really means it
by observilJ,::;' future behav.'iour), but cannot read:i.ly be ident ified
in tenus of them. In .don Juan t s case,. however, "l'1'e do not even ha.ve
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this ea~y bridgehead,; unless \le experience 'seeing' for ourselves,
we are unable either to establish Jche existential connotations or
to specify rules of usage. The expressive nature of the discourse
entails that meaning calUlot,be understood as use when full meaning
is me~~ely a matter of full eX}1e1~ience. vfaismann's 'homesickness'
· example d,oes not apply. Nor does I'1alcolm's 'pain' example.·
Re-emphasizing our comparisbn with Nuer religion, we again realise
that the :Iinchian approach is Jjlore fundarllentally inadequate than
its inability to deal with contradiction and paradox might suggest.
In the case of the Nuer; ~Iinch standS unthreatened: the inner meaning
· provided by Kwoth, erperience,Qf Kwoth, ,01' belief in Kwoth adds
depth and illumil;k1i;ion to the public langUage but need be of no
great anthropological significance. But in dOn Juan's world
existential realisation is the system. Bearing in mind what we
hd,ve said about the inte';play between culture and individual real
isation, it is impossible to get away from tIle faetthat the essence
of the 'system' veers towards private language and experience.
Referring again to \Iaismann, ue read, 'There are, however,
cases especially in dealing 1Ilith emotions and subjective experiences,
1Ilhere it is doubtful hOvl far language fulfils its purpose, as, for
.example, in religious and mystical experiences' (264). Later on
he construes language 'as a brid!Ye built by the niind to lead from
consciousness to consciousness' (268). So we see that a iinguistic
philosopher 1I10rking nithin the 'lJittgensteinian 'meaning is use'
tradition has to admit that in oertain situations words have to
do iTi t:•. the conveyance (264) of1l1hat can loosely be called sub
jectivestates.•
Language does not functionveryw'ell in these realms of
mystics' talk, 'metaphor', poetry ,eXistent ial talk and even
poe,try (See 'Jaismann p. 266-268 for· examples). By this I do not
mean that, for example, poetry is a misuse of language. For it
is perfectly clear that 1~1guage is performing valid functiolW
"rithin these realms. Given this, it is not even true to say that
languaGe being 'stretched': symbolic or indirect discourse is a
"language garne in its own right • Hhat I am saying is that language
does not function very vJell by itself. Malcolm's sui generis
concepts have to be relocated within experience, for tilis is where
indirect language is often directly embedded.
,,'IV

The limits of formal analysis are soon met when we try to
understand don Juan. Structural analysis is obviously inapplicable,
except perhaps 1'lhen don Juan is specifying concrete spells and' other
procedures. For the structuralist would destroy the reality which
, he claims to be examining: don Juan's incompatability dictum aside,
·the nature of this semantic universe counts agail';L -at the reif'ica
tion and reductionism consequent upon any 'strong' structuralism.
J]ven the 'weak' structuralism of ~linchis not of much use: don
Juan'sverbalcontradictiOl~and utterances are not important in
themselves, for it is what they express that is significant ~ So
to learn to use and interpret don Juan's language we must follm'l
'laismann's advice and learn to understand his sentences 'just as
we understand a piece of music, entirely from inside' (363).
But if 'every language in tLe end dust speak for itself' (ibid) ..
should we not conclude that there must be as JJlany styles of
anthropology as there are wayS of sperucing?
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The challenge of don Juan lies precisely in this. As
anthropologists and individuals 1;7e belong to one tradition.
Neither poets, mystics, metaphysici.ll1S or 'see'rs', ,'re are, to use
a phrase of don Juan's ~hained to our reason' (1971:313). Many
interesting expressions .of humanity contain the clause that the
types of reasoning with which we are familiar are inappropriate.
vfhat are we to do?
I feel that the first thing lile have to accept is that when
we are faced with universes like don Juan's ,'I'e must be pl"6pared to
adjust our idea's of objectivity. Ferre paraphrases Torrance's
position on this as "True' objectivity is ••• the capacity of the
mind to be conformed to or behave appropriately before its object'
(op cit: 120). He have ,seen that p~rticipant".;observationis
inadequate; experience is impe rative. This entails losing our
normal objectivity (as anyone will know who has taken mescalin'
It also entails accepting (understanding) that it is possible,
for instance, to fly. But, it could be objected, what use are such
experiences and grammars of interpretation? If ue say that
Castaneda w'as quiteright to try and understand from the 'inside',
do we not raise the objection that since Castaneda never learned
to 'see' he was merely reporting the wrong 'separate reality'
was bein~ positively misleading? Zaehn~r, in his Mysticism,
Sacred and Profane, runs into trouble by trJring to identify
·equivalences and differences at tl~ level of mystical experience
by looking at mystics language. Castaneda is faced with the
SffiJe problem (unless, of course, he comes to believe that 'seeing'
is a self-validating experience or encounter). However, there is
one way of claiming that this ident ification problem is not as
bad as it seems: don Juan's tradition is a fait accompli. It
could be, the case - although it is unlikely - that all the
practitioners ar~ talking about different experiences. Assuming
this is not so, assuming that tile interplay of instruction and
experience C&l more or less automatically extend a valid tradition,
there is no reason linlY any chosen person cannot understand the real
thing. Castaneda "Tas 'chosen', so perhaps it was 1B& subjectivity
.which prevented him from realising the 'objectivity'of don Juan's
system.
But even supposjng that Castaneda returns to complete his
have to face the second major difficulty
asSoc~ated w~th participant-observation or experience, namely the
translation problem. Again, lire have to adjust our nonilal
(antllropological) language games of objectivity and understanding.
This is very difficult. ;n~n don Juan says·that once one has
control of an ally there is no longer any need to have a human
guide (1969:249) he is placing the grammar of interpreting allies
on an ontological basis which we can hardly accept or understand.
Apart from experiencing don Juan' s ~10rld, vie have to believe in
it. But Such diff iculties aside, the- anthropologist can only
follow' Castaneda's example - or do a little better. It seems that
we should lilove into such systems until 1re meet ontological·
barriers. And totrffils1ate this movement we should develop what
lTaismann calls 'a logic of questions' (1960) with all the distinc
tions and characterisat ions that this implies.
.
appre~ti~~1h~p'we still

I began this paper with an example of Castaneda asking a
'really' question and thereby commiting a category mistwce.
Don Juan sa~s, 'That is all there is in rGality - what you felt'
(op cit:143) One of the reasons why He have a distinction bet1;'leen
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'metaphor' a.nd 'literal talk is, that l'1e tend to organise ow language
into two categories: eXpressive discourse and empirically informa
tive utterances. Don J~an does not live in ~ueh a simple tmiverse,
so within his graLllhar of 'fe(lling' it makes lUUe sense to ask
many types bf'really' queGtions.Castanedaappears to find this
out, fortoward~ the e~1d Of, his . ~OOF~B.tice~'hi~e no l~nger ahl~Ys .
approaches don Juan 11l.th tIle ll.·~eral/metaphor paradl.gIl of obJectl.v
it;:)" in milid. But, ue c;:ansuggest, if he had read some philosophy
01'· religion before he visit.ed' don Juan, ,he miQ1t not have, wasted
so much time and annoyed don Juan so much. ,Ie, do not. ask a
physicist if his 'waves' really exi~t: he is working ~dth a dis
closure model. rnthe same 'trlay, much religious discQurse 'ilithin
the Christian tradition has been cqnstrued neither asireally
true', (vi~! literally applicable to God), nor as 'merely symbolic'.
~1i thin the religious language game, the Iletaphor/libral dist inction
is out of place ~ :Disclosure dis'course 'symbolises' the inexpressible,
but just as poetic metaphor sOLleho'trl signifies real J,llSit;ht, so
does the rellgious model ma:~e whe,t have been called 'quasi_factual i
clains about the no.ture of religious reality. H01'leV"r, because
religious discourse'p~rticipates' in its divine subject matter in
a "lay tvhich most poems
do."
not
asp Lee ,to do, ,1e cannot, usefully. apply
I
,
the vlord'metaphor. It ;has litera1's-connotations, and tThocould
seriously contend'that itmckes sense to.askdonJuan if :he
understands his ",ibers of licht f in a metaphorical or in a literal,
manner? His 'metaphors'; i f such they are, are .Iiterally laden.
To conclude, ' It is not, as I baveelllphasised, easy to remain
fideistic to don Juan.
,Adruitting that understandinc the meaning
of something is not necessa~ily equivalent to learning how to use
Hords, 1,e have had to go a step further: in don Juan's case one has
to grasp 'seeing' before one can use or existent ially realise much
of his discourse. Ue CaiJilot 'see', socii'ly interpretative anthropol
ogy must be "lrong. Additionally, our training as anthropologists
and our duty to O~lr reap-ers mean thatue have to apply our criteria
of unde.rstandingtosome extent or another. In this l)<3.::ger we have
asked cluestions about the status of ' seeing' and the possibility
of a tradition, questions wh,:i,:ch \:lon Juan would not approve of. If
lva'read that the existence of 'mental'
uo:rds deiJencls on the associ
. .
ation beh'een SUbjective, ex:pe,rie,nce, .and bodil:y~ SymptOL1S or activ
ities (Jaismann op cit:.258),th~l1it is not at all easy for us
to refrain iroffiappiying thisargwaent to 'seeing'. Perhaps this
is not a bad tIl.ing. Such approa611es, 'hm:1ever', should be combiYled
>lith attempts to recroate the existential import of don Juan's
w'orld. Even if the anthropologist can only partially grasp 'seeing',
he can still try to make the weak bell chime as loudly as possible.
He vcan..do this; i t seems': by turning to tI~ose aI'eas, in our Otn1 culture
;ihere roughly the saHe. belJ.~ are to be heard. Is anyone going to
deny that I. A. Richards' interpretation of Shal~speare's 'The
Phoenix and the Turtle' "["lill not hel~) put us in, the right frar.ie
of mind to approach don 'Juan? 'Or thl.1tl"lacquarrie 's chal~act;.:;risa
tion of the nine different modes of discourse to be found in Saint
Athanas ius , De Incarnatione is not a useful preparation? ,(1967).
If don Juan is to rillb a bell - 1'1hich is 'trlhat understanding him
is basically about ~ then tJ;1e9,eaL~ethe territories to' eXplore.
And if ue ~re to characterise his unive:cse, instead of turning
to the Anne'e Sociologique, it 'miGl1'tbe morefru.itful to use such
terms as 'disclosure !nodel "'; ,'comrieti onal " 'connotat ion/denota
tion', 'reference ranGe', 'qualifier', 2md so on.
.
"

~
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Clearly, i f anthropolog'3 is regarded as tile vital recroation
of 110"1'1 others have conceived t>eir realities the task of transla';'
tiOl1'Ca1l never end. 'TheTe- is ah1aYs a ne'W'.balallCe to be struck,
,
bet~'Teen the extension of our etbnocentricit~r .( called' und~rsta~lding),'
and the atDlosphereof our sensitive 'subject mattel~. The confronta
t ion is perpetual;' but the, ap,peal is trcFlendolis ~ 1'0 r uhat 'is at '
stal~e is the assimilation of alien syste;\s' of experience and inter
pretation. Thisisl'Thy antLropolof,ty lluSt adjust' itself: 'in the ,
last resort, l'That'is the use of continually e'xtendinc our traditi<,)l1
0.1 objectivity into other flOrlds? ' Don't lie kilOVT tOPliluch about"
,
the fUl'lctiol1s of religion,' and all' too little about' religion ,
itself? Tihy, one vlOnders, have anthropoloeists been so loathe
to accept; other re~ities? 1lhYh~ve ~hey (ll~ to p:'eq~ent~y I'ed~~ecl ,
them to the canons' and ethnocentrJ.c cJ.rcularJ.tY,o:fscJ.ence? So,
many, people try and understandh01'f' Ch:i'istiarls can tliink of their
God;, butho'l'l many have extended this activity' to other cultures?
'Sociological'explanation'isnot equivalent tounderstand1ng,
fordoes not the all absorbing interest.of don Juan lie in his ,
abilityto'li1ake us aliaI'e of the exif;3telwe ofreaJ.i tiesi'l'hicll con
found our reas on? FO:;:'mal analysis, "it seelilS' clear, 'can tell" us
very little about the inte~2lay between appar~ltlycol~rete events
of an absurd nature and our 'l'lestern ratiOliaiity. iTa need other
models of interpretation. Dven thoi'gJ- th~ discloSttJ.~e model canno.t
reE!.llyhelp us understand the nature of th~ngs ,'seen t , it at least
makes S.Oilla sense of the teachinG process 1 the status' of vari oua '
aspects of don Juan's discourse, and the balance bebreen cultural
objectivity and private experiences.
Paul Heelas
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HEVIml ARTICLE
'iIi tchcraft in Tudor and stuart Enzland - A Regional and Comparative

Study.

Alan Nacfarlane •. London: ltoutledge and Kegan Paul, 1970.

£4.50.
Religion and the Decline of Magic - Studies inPQPular Beliefs in
Sixteenth and Seventeenth Century England~ Keith Thomas. London:
Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1971.£8.00.
There was no 'witch-craze' in England; rather, for a hundred
years after 1563, the country knew witchcraft as anthropologists
know it. But also as they don't •. In the period, in Gssex alone,
at least seventy-four people were hanged as witches •. It was
witchcraft without District Officers, feral and consequeritial.
From villag'es throughout the country, witches were regularly
presented to Quarter SessionS and Assize Courts. Thomas Cooper
asked in 1617: "Doth not every Assize almost throughout the land,
resound of the arraignment and conviction of notorious witches?"
Two new books by academic historians introduce the topic to
anthropologists: H;i.tchcraft in T).ldor and Stuart England by Alan
Macfarlane and Religion 'and th13De,cline· of Hagicby Keith ThOmas.
The two books complement each other: Dr. l'Iacfarlane offers a
detailed sociological analysis of patterns of legal prosecution
for iii tchcraft in l'.issex, and rfr. Thomas offers an ambitious survey
of the intellectual context of the English Witch-beliefs, vdth
a tentative explanation of the decline of magical ideas in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Both authors have clearly
read Widely and critically in the anthropological literature,
and take their lead from Evans-Pritchard' s 'Ji tchcraft Oracles and
Magic among the Azande. And as historians they build on the
achieven~nGs of Notestein and Ewen.
But for both disciplines
.their 1:fork breaks new, ground. Historians ~lil1reooghize ah extra
ordinary difference in their approach from, say, that of Professor
Trevor-Roper in his essay: The European Witch~raze of the Sixteenth
and Seventeenth Centuries. ',And' 'anthropologists will be in'trigtied
by all theprobleLls that the authors set up in their analysis of'
Tudor and Stuart witchcraft ~hrough time. (Indeed, they have
almost two hundxed;:'ea:rs to work over.)"
, ,
In his book~' r!lacfarlane is concerned,first to establish the
facts of informal suspicion- and legal prose'cution of wi tcp.craft
in Essex during the period in which the witchcraft statutes were
in force. He presents his accoUnt 'as anioeiel for future' in";
vesti gations of other areas, andof'fe'rs a careful evaluat ion of
all the different kinds of source that he has found useful in"
his task. He wri tag: llpossi bly the most· important expansion 6f
sources in the study of, 1'1itchcr'aft ••• will prove to be in what
we may term 'indirect' sources'. That is to say, the huge volume
of local records which help us to r-ecreate the context of village
life 't"li thin which witChcraft suspicions occurred. 11 The'initiative
was his own. As a complement to his overall study of prosecutions
in Essex, he undertali':es a closer analysis of accusations in three
sample vi llages, making full us e of his •indirect sources'. In
this exercise he shows that the historical analysis of witchcraft
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in England can be taken to a fully anthropological point of focus.
Macfarlane concentratesoritl1e frell\iency curve for prosecu
tions and their distribution through Essex, and on other statistics
that may possibly relate ',tothese. Also, he traces, as closely
as he can', the process' 'of suspic'ion,accusa~ioriand, 'prosecution,
looking in particular at the relationship between accused, accUSers
and village consensus. He is most interested in the questions:
Why tile pro~ecutions are distrib~ted in time and space as they
are; and ,..hat determined the' e'videntrEfglilarities in the' pattern '
of accusation - in the reiat1ve"status'ofaccuSed, a.rid'accusers, "
and in the nature of the quarl:'el'l:ietween them.
, Macfarlane assumes that his h:o questions are linked, that
they may admit or a common explanation; but the point is arguable.
A witch was prosecuted at court, but the accusation was a village
affair. Different kinds of people ~'I'ere in control of the action
in these two theatres - independent juries and judges, and fellow
villagers~ Given tha t the so c:lety of Tudor and Stuart Eng land
vlas markedly heterogeneous, theseeimple facts create problems
for the historian of witchcraft. The facts of accusation and
prosecution l .. ill only-be fully connected if accusers and prose
cutors are in agreement on the, nature of ui tchcraft, cmd if the ir
accusatio:i1s and prosecutions are motivated by the same fears and '
have the same'6bjective •. Arid there' is considerable room for doubt
on this matter.
""
.
'ro 'talco the question of agreel1~ent first, ,both Thomas and
Nacfarlane recognis.eas one of the .importEl-nt feat,ures of w'itchcraft
in the period, the fact that among all the different groups of
people that, acted in oonjunction topl~secute witches, there was
great variation and confusion in views onthe::p.ature of witch
craft. For instance, Sir Edward Coke, l'1ho had a 'partin the
drafting of the' 1603s·tatute, defined a witch as "a person, that,
hath a conference with th~ Devil, to consult .wi th him or
do '
some act ll • (Third Part of the Institutes of Lavls of Engtand, 1644).
He was referring to the 'myth of Satan and his human servants'
that was radical to the tradition of'hallmering' witches on the
Continerit. (See Cohn'sirticle'inA.S~A.9).,Butit is clear
from the 8ng:J.ish pamphlets and depositions that this" iaea'was
'only ever marginal to, the 'popular concept:1.oJ;l of witchcraft in
England. In his essay on the JJ]uropean 'witch-eraze', Trevor
Roper argues an important distinction between witch-beliefs as
used by villagers :l-n, their day-tO-day soc.ial life ('practical'
witchcraft, to adapt Leach'S phrase) and, in his case, nthe
inflammation of those beliefs, the incorporation of them by
educated men int,o a bizarre but coherent, intellectual system,
which, at certain socially determined times, gave to otherwise
unorganized peasant credUlity a centrally directed, officially"
blessed, persecuting force ll • The Jnglish ~d tch-beli,efs, both in
their content and use, dif;fered in many important ways from their
Continental countaI'Parts. But all th~ evidence suggests that an
equivalent distinction, to Trevor-Roper'sdoes need to be drawn
for the English material. Hacf~rlane himself oomments in his
appendix on English definiti ons of 'lid tchcraft: IIExami;nation of
historical definitions ••• immediately reveals that there vlG\S
immense cOnIusion and variation. 'l'here are a m,ullber of obvious

'to
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reasons for this. Some authorities based their definitions
on the 1'lorJ:.s of Continental d~monologists; others on the
opinions of country folk. Opinions of uitchcraft changed between
1560 and 1680 • AttitUdes differed between social· and religious,
groups".
So the legislators, judges and v~llagers ver,v possibly
meant different things by the vlOrd ''I'li tch' • Then, insofar
as they were talking about different things their accusations and
prosecutions cannot have been filoti vated by the same fears, or
directed to the same end. Perhaps those who w'era hung as iIi tches
were killed because they i'lera unfortunate enough to get caught
in an intersection of belief-systems, victims of homonymy.
In the analysis of the process of accusat ion andprose cut ion,
the situations in court and village must surely be kept '\'1ell
apart, and will have to be linked in a complex model, in 'l'nlich
people have, as members of different analytical categories ,en
tirely disparate motives for acting in coordination. Macfarlane
does not emphasize these distinctions.
For the situation at the courts, Hacfarlane offers in his
book only six pages on the legal background to secular prosecu
tions. (In his viell, Notestein's l'1orlc itmakes more than a very
general survey of the literary and legal controvorsies un
necessaryll.) He is unab,le fully to clarify the situat ion tha.t held
at law before the introduction of the first iutchcraft statute
in 1542. (Ill lteligion and the Decline of Hagic, Mr. Thomas
manages little beHer.) And he describes hou, in the seventeenth
century, the decline in the number of presentments for witchcraft
to the Assize Courts was linked with a growing tendency for
Grand Juries to reject presentments with the call: II I gnoramus" ,
and for Petty Juries to acquit the witclles brought before them.
Thus, on either side of the peak for prosecut ions, the reader
is left, to doubt uhether the najor features 'of the curve may not
be susceptible of an explanation in terms of the situation at
the courts, rather than the sit uat ion in the vi llage.
Obviously, further research needs to be done in this area.
If any historian takes on the task, anthropologists can loole
fonlard with great interest to a focussed account of 'witchcraft
at Im'l' in Tudor and Stuart England. The case of lDnglish witch
craft is doubly interesting as the topic is constituted (as the
game of chess is constituted by its rules) by statutes in a legal
system vJithout parallel in the ethnographic record. The witchcraft
statutes were easily slotted into a highly formalistic legal
framework with an evolved tradition of theory and exegesis, and
themselves received commentary, for instance in Riphard Bernard's
A Guide to GrandJurr Men (1627). Macfarlane's account of the
treatment of the problem of proof sug:.:.ests that the history of the'
administration of the statutes ~y offer an ideal case-history
for .students of the problem of rationali~in anthropology.
(For instance, from his description, it is quite uncertain what
would count as an argument that one was not a witch, once one had
been accused at the Assize court).
For the situation in the village, ue must remember that
Macfarlane's statistics cover only legal prosecutions for vIitCh
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craft. In his statistics he is only catching 'end-games', and
again, the events on llhich he is \-mrking·--the presentments and'
depositions -apart from being only terminal 't'tere also
cruciallydetennined by' the fact thatthayueretaking place on
an entirely different stage from their antecedents. Macfarlane
can only follow the action closely after it has been translated
from the village to tl1ecotirt. He has only the hints and general
izations of contemporary .\"riters on .fitchcraft as further'
evidence for the pattern of events before an accusation of witch
craft was taken to law, with other scattered references, for
instance in diaries and astrologers' case-books.
So liacfarlane cannot manage a full account of vritchcraft
at the village level, by the nat'l.:u'e of his material. But in his
account of. those suspicions and accusations that ,'reretaken to the
point of legal prosecution, he does reveal very strildng regularities
in the pattern of, accusation. He is refreshingly sceptical of
the explanatory p01rler of the idea that 'VIi tchcraft' explaiIlS' and
offers a means of reaction to misfortune, ancLhe cons iders the
accusations instead as motivated by recurring tensions in social
life. He argues, very forcefully, that the accusatioIlS were
commonly related to problems of 'neighbourhood' (the clearly
charged relationship be t't'le en 'neighbours ' ). He show's how: the
imaGe of the witch was,: in certain impol~tant respects, simply a
transformation of that of the ideal neighbour, how, uhen the
suspected witch wished exactly to assert her neighbol1rliness, her
conduct could be directly reclassified as 'Witchcraft', as a
repudiation of neighbo~rhood.
He observes, on the small quarrels about gifts~ loans and
invitations that were believed to motivate the maleficium, that
it was always the victim who had made the open breach in
neighbourly conduct, rather than the witch. And on the triviality
of the issues, lithe object of -dispute llaS merely the final stage
in the severing of. the relationship". In the quarrel, and the
follovung accusation, it was the total relationship, not the
particular item" that ..' las at stake. Those accU3ed of ld tchcraft
were commonly old women, wives or widows, and moderately poor,
though not necessarily receiving poor relief.· The accusers were
commonly younger and better off, yeomen as against' husbandme11 and
labourers.
From these findings' and' others, IIacfarlane develops a
very attractive arguJilent about the pattern of accusation. He
suggests that in a period of economic and social change, the
witch-beliefs were used as a radical force effecting a tral~ition
from a neighbourly,highly inteGrated and mutually interdependent
Village society to a more 'individualistic pattern of Hfe. It
is a new, and rather terrible slant, on the old ,'.dissolution of
redundant relationships'idea. He suggests that the "'itch
beliefs l1ere used in covert denial of the older values of neigh
bourhood, ,~t a time when Christians could quote Exodus 22.23-24,
with Thomas Ady, against those who withheld their chari~r from
the poor: "If thou any way afflict ."lidm1s, and fatherless, and
they at all cry unto me, I will surely hear their cry, and my
wrath shall l;ax hot agaiIlSt thee". In the period the tradit ional
informal institutions dealing uitll the old a.nd poor were c:oming
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under strain, as the ideals of neighbourly conduct, to which
they were tied, were losing out to a new way of life. And in
an overtly christian community, only through accusations of witch
craft could the links be broken.
There are two difficulties ~ath Macfarlane's argument about
witchcraft accusations at the village level. First, in his initial
discussion of "uitchcraft prosecutiol1S and economic probleras ll , he
concludes that " no direct connection can be dravm between poverty
and accusations". This does seem clear from his findings. But
the connection in his final argument is surely direct, and it is
not clear hO\'1 he can square this argument fully vlith his earlier
conclusion. And then there is a problem about the interyretation
of the gifts and loans that appear to be the crux of the matter.
Macfarlane sees the witch's request as the 'last straw', and the
refusal as the point at which the victim decides_finally to with
hold his charitable support from the indigent witch. But one can
doubt l'1hether economic support \'las at all important in the
relationship, 1lhether it ~ms not simply IHaussian exchange that
1Ims refused, rather than charity (in the modern meaning· of the
word) •. l1acfarlane quotes a hclassic instance of the neglected
neighbour at neighbourly celebrations" which surely invites the
first rather than the second interpretation: a man'~aving a sheep
shearing about that time, and not inviting her thereto, being his
neighbour, she, as he supposed, bevlitched two of his sheep". All
the other objects of dispute could be· interpreted in the same
way. If you accept the possibility, then at once, unhappily,
the argument about charity crumbles. The quarrels can no longer
be seen as traces of the groun(l.s for the accusations. They appear
instead as preliminary acts in tl~ ~rocess of exclusion from the
village community, to lIn1ich end the accusations may have been
directed. The witch was resentf~l at being 'cut' by the neigh~
bourhood (Macfarlane emphasizes that a developed suspicion was a
social, village affair), and the accusers could fully recognise
this. The grounds for the refusal cannot then be traced directly,
and in the tasl:: of explaining the accusations, vie \'lould be bacle
to square one.
I mention the possibility only because it does not seem to
have occurred to Dr. Nacfarlane, and because I cannot see how to
rule i t out. He presents his explanation as provisional, and
suggests tlmt further work is needed on all aspects of the general
topic of l"!itchcraft in Tudor and Stuart JJngland. He concludes:
"Attempts directly to correlate prosecutions, either in time, area,
or personnel, with economic, religious, n~dical, or social factors
have only been partially successful. But the attempt has suggested,
it is hoped, some new areas of inquiry for the historian, and shown
that the society of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries is as
susceptible to sociological and anthropological analysis as any
modern housing estate or African tribe". }~acfarlane's boole has
achieved all this, very clearly. It stm1ds also as one of the
most useful and intriguing of all ethnographies of va tchcraft in
the literai;ure.
Those who want to 'read Nacfarlane's book seriously, should
also read at least the large section on witchcraft in Keith Thomas'
Religion and tIle Decline of I'iagic. If they have the time, they
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will find the 1'lhole book endlessly fascinating. ·1,1r. Thomas
offers his account of the \"1itch-beliefs as part of a general survey
of a number of "sy-stenIs of belief l'lhich were current in sixteenth
and seventeenth century England, but w-rlich no longer enjoy'fiuch
recognition today','. After a prelimina.ry discussion of the ideol
ogical changes involved in the Gnglish . Hefonnatioi1, he surveys
the practice of magic and astrology; the ap:t?eal in political
action to ancient prophecies, witch-beliefs, beliefs in Bhosts
and fairies, times and omens. The' book is 'intended as a contri~
bution "to our knovTledge of the mental climate of early modern
Dngland". lYIr. T,homas aims first to elucidate the beliefs, and
then to 'est~',blish the 11attu~e of their relations 1'lith each other,
und uith the system of organised religion. He 1T0rks generally
on the theme of'misfortune and reaction to misfortune. He is
careful always to consider the beliefs in relation to their .
daily use. He presents us notl'lith a. catalogue of superstitions,
but with an intricate portrayal of a series of whole ways oflife~
I1r. Thomas f complete argument has an extraordinary range
and depth, and. is quite beyond the scope of this reviel'l. I can:
at least allay one fear about ·thel'lork as a Whole, generated by
the phrasil1gof its title: that its terms of reference are
'Frazerian'. Hr. Thomas does use the terms 'religion', 'science'
and 'magic', as J!'razer might have done, but he does so because
it vas in such tenus that the in uelle>ctual issues 1'lere defined
in the sixte.enth and seventeeilth centuries • Lollards intlle four
teenthceutury would have clearly understood Mr. Thomas' title.
It vIas ;B'razer' s terms of refe:cence that were antique •.
Nr. Thomas is faced vlith, a very great difficulty in the
definition of his topic, v1hen ideas of what 'l'laS magical, and
indeed 'Vlhat magic was, shifted, considerably and l1e1'e confused
throughout the period. Throughout tl~.e book, Nr. ~'horaas
distinguishes' between religion, magic and science according to
the' eighteenth century map, progress towards 11hich he l'eckons vTaS
direct, if halting, from t~e time of the Reformation. His
argument would have been more complicated, but DU@lt have gained
in clarity, had he chosen instead to vlork through time on the
changing meaning and boundaries of the te:ruls ' superstition' ,
'magic', 'religion', 'scientific', and so on. Consider the"
follOWing quotations: IIIf the distinction betl1een magic and'
religion had been blurred by the medieval Church, it was strongly
reasserted by the propagandists of the Protestant Reformation ll •
(p. 51). IIThere is little mOl'e reason for asking WllY the ..vizards
were able to retain their prestiGe than for inquiring how it 1Ims
that t~.le pretensions of Galenic physicians remained so long
uncballengeq.". (p. 207). liThe (weapon-salve), said Robert
Fludd".ras not IIcacomagical, but only naturally Hlagical" •.
(p. 224 -Jhatis the distinction?)' IIIn the last resort, the only
means of telling whether a cure was magical or not was to refer
it to the authorities - the church,bhe Im1 and the Royal College
of Physicians ll •
(p. 192) . And on })age 640: IIAtthe end of our
period we can draw a distinction between religion and magic \nlich
lJ'ould not have been possible at tlJ.e beginning il • Certainly a
closer account of the development of the three-way opposition btween
maGic, religion and science across the :Lleformation and through
the Scientific ~1evolution \'Tonld have been helpful to III'. Thomas'
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argument.· If eyer,there was a call f'orthe nominalistal)proach·
in anthropology; it is here.
Otherwise, Ill". Thqmaswas perhaps overbold in his decision .
on the task of eX"planat ion: II Astrology, uitchoraft, magical'
healing , divination, ancien'c prophecies, ghost s·andfairies,
are all nOv1 rightly disdained by intelligent·persons. But they
l1ere taken seriously by eClually intelligent persons in the past,'
and it is the historian's business to explain l1hy this '\"TaS so".
Anthropologists,uho have .been '!'lorking on similar problems for
years, are sti+'1farfrom agreement on the most basic questions
of procedure fortheeA~lanation of 'belief'. Mr. Thomas has
too great a confidence in the. explanatory pO,ier of a relatively
simple funct.ional approach.
.
In his section on witchcraft, Mr. Thomas offers a. wide
ranging survey of the Dnglish witch-beliefs, of tl~ir relation
to other systems of belief that oould be used in·explanation of
misfortune ,the; situa·aon :.l,t la~l, the situatiOl1 .of the uitch
in the village community, of th e c'ont rove rayon the' reaIi ty of
,11 tchcraft, and on its Ie gal treatment. .' He s hOilS how' the English
witch-beliefs could make sense in l'elatiOl1 to the contemporary
conception of. s.a.tan, and, of his p0'\i1erS of intervention in human
affairs, and he o;t'fers an eA"PlaJ1ntibn of Hl1Y,inEngland, '\i1itch
prosecutions anct. the l{efonl1ation al:'rived together. (~lhich makes'
the situation on, the Continent problematical, 'Where the initiative
for prosecution c1early came from' the Catholics ,'lith the Nalleus
Naleficarura and the Papal Bull t Summis Des~derantes AffectibLls'.)
Mr. Tholnas,' accounts of :,i the ~aki:ng. of a 'l'litch ','and "witch
craft in its social. enVirOl1l1lent ll are particularly striking •.
He discusses in detail hO'l'1 attitudes to ritual cursing \'Tere
retained or modified acros s the .11eforma tion, and sho~1S hmr,
deviously, tl'!-eyuere tied in lJdth thew-Hch-beliefs. Exodus
22.23-4 (quoted above) and <other texts supported a popular belief
tl1atthe curses of beggars and the unjustly treated were' especially
potent. And, yet, "w'hen a bad-t.ongued woman shall curse a party,
and death shall shortly follow, this is a shrewd token tl~.t she
is a witch ll (Thomas Cooper: ~Nystery of Uitchcraft ,1617).
Legally, successful cursing constituted a 'strong presumption' of
witchcraft. '.Ie are faced here \dth another of those' deft and
devastating reclassificatiolwof conduct tlmt are so character
istic of the EnGlish witch-beliefs. IIII'. rrhomas considers also
'the temptation to witchcraft', an issue that is not often raised
'\"dth such force in the anthropological literature. And he dis
cusses the isolation of the witch as a nonconformist in a tightly
bound and tyrannically inquisitive local community.
At the end of his survey, Er. Thomas takeS up the question
of the decline in the number of prosecutions and tl:e final repeal
of the v1i tchcraft statute. He is surely correct in his insistence
that the decline ,in prosecution can only reflect changes in "the
intellectual assumptions of the educatod classes who'controlled
the machinery of the lEl,w-courts ll • Then, any lluestions that ~ie .
might like to raise about the decline of witcllcraftaccusations
and suspicions at the village level, will probably be u.ri.answerable.
There is clear and general evidence for the, survival of \'Ji tch
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beliefs at a popular level long after the repeal of the witch
craft statute. But tlw situation cannot be monitored adequately.
For traces we only have isolated reports of village lynchinC;s, and
scattered references in diaries' and the like.. (This point is
obviously important for Dr. Macfarlane's argumentcilioutwitchcraft.
at the village level. His arglunent cannot be tested in the matter
of the decline of "t"!i tch-beliefs, and l'lhat should lie make of the
s'LU'vivals? )
On the shift of educated op1n10n, hr. Thomas observes that
astrology~ Tlkl.t is
to say, the arguments for scepticism had bee11 in circulation for
a long time. ' (Scot's The. Discov(~ry of~[itchcratt Ims publisMd
in 1584.) In the second half of the seventeenth centul'\J, the;{ ,
just came to be accepted, by an apparently free choice. Mr.
Thomas sugg'ests that the shift in viel'T may have, been related to
a change in the conception of the Devil and of his tempora~
powers. And he refers also, more tentatively to the growing
acceptance of the assumption of an "orderly, regular universe,
unlikely to be upset by the capricious inte:cvention of God or
Devil". He sees NevTton's mechanical philosophy as the cOl1Summation
of this movement. ' He vTrites: "Accusations of diabolical Idtch
craft were thus rejected not because they had been closely
scrutinized and found defective "in some particular, respect",
(a reference to the. growing diffidence in the legal treatn(mt
of witchcraft) "but because they implied a conception of nature
\"Tl1ich no\'1 appeared inherently absurd II _ This vary same idea
was taken up, at the time b:' nJ. G. (lanvill), a member of the",
Royal Societyll in his Philoso hical_ Consid&rat:iions Touching tl~
Being ofJ'itches and \[i tchcr~ 1667). tIn this book, the system
of belief atte~Fted a last. desperate self-confirnlltion.
Glanvill says, of scepticism 'of the reality of lvitchcraft: "S 0
confident an opinion could only be held (against the eVidence)
by some kind of witchcraft and fascination in the fancyll. The
Devil encourages the belief tl~t there is no such thing as him-'
self - the sceptics are themselves an argument of what they deny:) ,
Mr. 'fhomas does not refer to the essa:{,but in it, Glanvill
argues confidently and clearly, exactly against scepticism of the
plausibility of witchcraft, l~avin~ to authors liku Baxter the
task of "fully eVincilig:! lithe certainty of the worlds of spirits,
••• by tffiquestionable histories of apparitions and Hi tchcraft il .
(the phrases are taken from the title of a book published in 1691).
(And rel1'.ember that Robert Boyl.e reckoned that all that was needed
to confo'Lmd the sceptics uas il one CirCu.nlStantial narrative fully
verified ll ) . Glal1vill' s essay is certainly a witness to the fact
that si,mple arguraents against the plausibility of the idea of
1.Titchcraft were current. But then it also shoeTs that the idea
was not necessarily absurd to all educated men of the tillie.
Glanvill was presumably a competent, natur.al philosopher. He
must surely have been more familiar vrith the developments in
scientific thought to v1hich 111". Thomo.s refers in his argument
than the "100ser gentry (or) small pretenders to philosophy and
uit" uho vTere genel'ally "deriders of the belief in uitches:l
(Glanvill, quoted by Thomas). Nay nO,t the choice for the argv.ment
from absurdity have been,as 'free'esthe choices for the other
arguF~nts? If we decide that it could have been, then, again, we
vTill be back, to square one.,
i t vms as silent as the s;J.ift of opinion on
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Anthropologists should be deeply grateful to Nr. Thomas
and Dr. r·1(acfarlane for their tW'o excellent introductions to the
topic of witchcraft in Tudor and Stuart England. Perl1£1ps, by
their success, they will encourage anthropologists and historians
to activeco'llab6ra:'cibn, at la.st.TheY wou~d be the first to
recognize that t;leir acc'ounts can only be prov-isi'onal in the'
present state of kno1'Tledge. The ir achievement was not to
explain, but to explore the topic in a new way. The situation
that they have revealed is vary much more complex than those that
antlJ,ropologis'~s areaccustom.ed to handlirig. It offers' an
'. :i.mp,61~tal1;l:; challenge to anthropology, and with theiIorkof tnlOmas
c.md. IIa,cfarlane, W"ecan hope for the. future that we liJ.ay come to a
full understanding of' the problem, expressed by II9ntaigne a.fter
llitnessing a witch...burn:f.ngon the Continent: lilt is rating our
conjectures hi@lly to roast people alive, for them fl •
Handal Keynes'
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Book Reviews

One

Father, One Blood: Descent and Group Structure among
the Nelpa People. Al1.drew strathern. £3.80.
London: Tavistock Publications, 1972
Thi::s 'i.s a' technical work dealing With a tecb.nical argument.
Let alone not being 'a book for begin:ne:i:'s~ it is not even one for
more advanced students "lho are unfamiliar wi th the discussion to
which it contributes. Even as a straight ethnography tiie work
barely stands alone and, as the author admits, it really needs
to be read in conjunction with his ea1'lier volume, The Rope of
Moka (Cambridge:' 1971) •
"
In this present vlOrk Andre'" Strathern continues his account
Me~pa-speaking people who live near Mount Hagen in the
New Guinea Highlands. On this bdcasion he has chosen to concentrate
on the internal constitution and composition of these people, taking
as his example of them the Kawelka tribe. A start is made with an
examination of the local idioms and ideology of kinship relations,
and in this first chapter the title of the book is explained. It
is an expression of the opposition between patrilineal descent
(one father) and cognatic ties (one blood - this substance being
regarded as derived from the mother). In the second chapter is
revealed the discrepancy bet"leen ideology and the actual composition
of groups among the Ka",elka, and after that are considered
certain factors which influence and help explain this dis
crepancy; the settlement pattern and co-residence (Chapter 3)
and warfare v1hich is now mainly a tl;ing of the past (Chapter 4).
In Chapters 5 and 6 are cOlwidered respectively actual case histories
of affiliation and c~10ice in selecting group membership. In
Chapter 7 the question of whether members of clan-groups 1vho are
non-agnates suffer from lower status than full agnates is dis
cussed, &1d it is concluded that these categories are too gross
to be useful since individual examples indicate a variety of
complications and qualifications which cannot be explained in
tenns of descent. In the final cl1apter Strathern reviews the main
concepts which he and other Ne1v Guinea ethnographers have employed
and suggests certain further lines of advance in the study of
Highland societies.

of the

Andrew Strathern has once again exhibi. ted his great knowledge
of the area. The book is a substantial addition to New Guinea
ethnography and is essential reading for all those concerned l'lith
the area. For those not so interested in the area the book may
appear dull and difficult, and a bit of localised anthropological
in-fighting (of a rather genteel sort). The only more general
problem tl:~t is raised relates to the question put forward by
J. A. Barnes in 1962 as to lihether or not models derived from
the study 9f acephalous African societies 1nth corporate lineage
structures are applicable to New Guinea Highland societies. That
in some features they are, that in others they are not is barely
surprising. As an outsider (in the sense that I am certainly no
specialist in the area) I would like to stick my neck out and
suggest that someone should look very hard and. make certain t.l1at
the most enormous red herring has not been drawn across New
Guinea.
Peter Rivi~re
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An Introduction to Social Anthropology.

Lucy mail' ,1972.

Second edition, Clarendon Press, Oxford.
£2.00 ~ardback; £1 paperback.
Lucy r,Iair, who taught for many years,at ~he L.S.E., has
reissued her introducto~book, first published in 1965. She
claims to have extended the.discussion of aspects of social
anthropology which are receiving more.attention today than they
..Iere five years ago~ But this second edition does not read like
a modern incroduction to a discipline that has cnanged considerably
in tha.tperiod.. Her view of the subject as a branch of' sociology
certainly no longer commands universal assent and vlhat she regards
as *Some Matters of Current Discussion' (the comparative method,
.anthropology as history or science,· 'function') may have been
important a decade ago but. are simply no longer the crucial areas
of debate ~ She SPeaks of Halinowski 's and RadCli ffel]3roTTffi' s
theories as 'so rouoha part of the body or thOW)lt of contemporary
anthropOlogy that they are better . dealt vlith in the contoxt of
cl,1rrent.problems'.In departments less import&lt than that ,v.ith
~rl1ich she is associated teaching surely no longer reflects this.
The last three. chapters on the 'Related Subj ects' of social change,
applied anthropology and race relations .look decidedly odd.
There are two cllapters on religion, but we miss a section
on that area called 'symbolism' or 'classification' in which Nuch
of the most exciting recent work has been done. This book belies
a recent statement that L~vi-Strauss' vision 'imposes itself as
the inevitable landscape', a man vIllose I'lork in different fields
has been so largely responsible for most of the important recent
developments. And of kinship, laTTI and economics, she makes the
amazing statement that these differ from religion because ~~e latter
'is concerned with systems of belief as well as systems of relation
ship and action' On kinship in particular, that technical area
in which some of the biggest issues have of late been fought out,
j.1air provides no real indication of any of the chief vlays in TTlhich
progress has been made since 1960. There is no adequate discussion
of 'alliance' theory and she seems to have no greater idea than
Fortes or Radcliffe-Brown of the natt1re of the dissent involved
in the lvork of Dumont, Leach and Needham. Leach did not simply
'comment' on Fortes I tvo rIc, as she puts it!
There are 'suggestions for reading' at the end of each chapter.
And here whole ranges of that literature which has produced the
cl1anges of our discipline in recent years is miss ing. Thus, after
the chapter entitled '1ihat is Religion? I there are no references
to .vorks TTlritten in the last decade, and after that on 'Law',
of the nineteen items recommended, only two have been published
since 1960. In a work intended for consumption by those beginning
their study of anthropology, this is astonishing.
Some have expressed the view that a textbook of our subject
is not possible. This is certainly true in view of the magnitude
of recent changes, and the existence of deep differences of opinion.
And Hair has merely 'tinkered' with rather than thoroughly revised
a book written nearly a decade ago. Some of the changes in this
time have virtually given anthropology a new identity and by the
nature of her treatment and omissioI"~, 1·1ai1" seems to indicate that
an intelligent consideration of this newer anthropology is not of
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great importance. She, perhaps the most loyal to ~~alino\1sld'
of a generation p few of 't'Thom were really rebels, se'emsio have'
deliberately excluded from her book any remark on the significance
of these developments. (But strangely enough she agrees with the .
opinion of a reviewer who claimed that Jarvie, the author of The
Revolution, in Anthropolo.gy, tra,inedat the L.S.E." lIIaS not fully
aware of the developments in theory since :£Ilalino't'Tski'stime.
Mair herself seems to regard these' developments me rely as
.' .
'refinements', but this in many cases is a real misperception~)
This book reads like a summation of the achievements of
J!'1alinowski 's pu:;lils, in many ways. .And p no doubt I such a tri bu 1;e
is fittingifor {if I may borrol'i from lJlatthew( Arnold) he vTas our
talented and' energetic protestant,. our 'philist ine of genius '.
Te will do well to remembertnat there were t\'TO aspects to the man.
The troUble has been perhaps that his followers did 'not dissent
sufficiently, and possessed, in some cases p only one of his. qualities.
There has been a surfeit of 'Hebraism' \'Thich has impaired our
grol'Tth, and no text book issued nOl'i should ignore, as Mair's does,
the 'Hellenism' \'1hich has transformed major areas of the subject.
It.has not· been possible to dispel the dim consensus and redress
the imbalance by spreading both sweetness and light. But it ought
to be remembered p too p that: 'Be most honours my style who learns
under it to destroy the teacher' (Whitman).
MalcOlm Crick
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